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ARTICLE 1
Preamble
1.0 mE NORm TONAWANDA CI1Y SCHOOL DISTRICT ("District") and THE
NORm TONAWANDA UNITED TEACHERS ("Union"), panies to this Agreement,
in order to effectuate the provisions of the Public Employees Fair Employment Act, and
to encourage and increase effective and harmoniou:; working relationships, agree as
follows:
ARTICLE 2
Definitions
As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the respective meanings set
fonh below:
2.1 Administration means the Superintendent ofSchol)ls, his central office staff and all
other professional employees of the City School Di:itrict of the City of North Tonawanda
not included in the negotiating unit.
2.2 l!n.i!!!1 means the North Tonawanda United Teachers.
2.3 Board means the Board of Education of the City Sc:hool District of the City of North
Tonawanda, State of New York.
2.4 Chief Executive Officer means the Superintendent of Schools of the City School
District of the City of North Tonawanda.
2.5 Nt2otiatin2 Unit means all full-time and pan-time employees of the City School District
of the City ofNonh Tonawanda represented by the Union and employed as cenified stafT
members. including classroom teachers, guidance counselors, librarians, psychologists,
speech correction teachers, occupational education !ipecialists, school social workers,
teaching assistants and tutors.
2.6 Professional Starr Memberrrencher means all members of the negotiating unit as
enumerated in the preceding paragraph.
ARTICLE 3
Reco!nition
3.1 . Reco!nition: The Distrid ~ecognizes the Union as the exclusive bargaining
representative for all those employees certified by the Public Employment Relations
Board in Case C-0214 (1970), together with those other positions subsequently agreed
upon and listed in Anicle 2.5 above.
3.1 Neeotiations wilh Other Emolovee Ol"2nnizations Prohibited: During the period of
unchallenged representation status. as provided by law, the Board agrees not 10 negotiate
with any other organization representing or claiming to represent employees within the
employer-employee negotiating unit represented by the Union.
3.3 Union Eli2ibilitv: The Union agrees to maintain its eligibility to represent the above-
named class of employees by continuing to admit to membership aU employees in the
above-named classes of employees without discrimination with regard to race, color,
creed or national origin, and affirms that the requirements for admission to membership
in the Union are otherwise not in connid with the requirements of the Public Employees
Fair Employment Ad of 1967, other applicable statutes. and regulations having the force
oflaw.
ARTICLE 4
Terms and Conditions orContrnd
4.1
~ of this Contract, upon ratification by the Union membership and the Board of
Education, shall be for the period July I, 1999 -June 30, 2003.
4.1 li!!.!!.li!I: It is agreed that all matters relating to wages. salaries, hours. other benefits and
other terms and conditions of employment between the Union and the Board for the
period beginning July I, 1999, and ending June 30. 2003. have been negotiated and
agreed upon as indicated in this Contract. and that there will be no funher consideration
of such matters for the period July I, 1999. through June 30, 2003, except as may be
mutually agreed upon between the panies.
4.3 Hindin! A!reement: It is agreed that in view of the benefits conferred on both parties to
this Contract by the provisions herein, all other requests. demands, suggestions, or other
indications of interest in change in salaries, wages, hours and other terms and conditions
of employment have been withdrawn by both parties.
4.4 Validitv: It is agreed that any provision of this Contrad which is or in the future may be
found to be in violation ofapplicable statutes or regulations having the force oflaw is
null, void and unenforceable. It is agreed that such voiding of a provision of this
2
Contract applies only to such provision and does not affect the validity of the remainder
of the contract, which shall remain in full force and effect.
ARTICLE 5
Dues Deduction
5.1 Dues Deduction:
(a) The Board agrees to deduct nom the salarie~ of all members of the bargaining
unit, the dues or an equivalent agency fee, fbr the Nonh Tonawanda United
Teachers and funher to transmit such monies deducted promptly to the Union.
(b) No later than fifteen (I S) working days prior to the first deduction, the Nonh
Tonawanda United Teachers will notify the District, in writing, of the amount of
dues and agency fee to be so deducted, and rhe names of the employees who have
paid the fee in full.
5.2 Deduction Schel!!!ki
(a) For each school year, deduction for payment of dues will be made in equal
installments beginning with the first payday of the year for employees who are
paid on a to-month schedule. Any change in the deduction schedule may be at
the discretion of the Superintendent upon written request of the Union President.
(b) Deduction for payment of dues will be mad«: in installments beginning with the
first payday, which installments shall be as nearly equal to one another as
possible, with the final deduction being adjusted if necessary, so that all dues will
have been paid by the twenty-second payday of the year, unless revised with the
approval of the Superintendent upon request of the Union President.
5.3 TrAnsmittAl: Each transmittal of monies representing dues deduction on behalf of
employees will be accompanied by a register showing the name of each employee for
whom a deduction was made and the amount of deduction from his pay for that payday.
5.4 SAve HArmless: Any disputes which may arise between the District and the Union with
respect to this Article shall be resolved through the Ivievance procedure herein. As to
any disputes between the District and any employee or employees or third panies, the
Union shall defend and save the District harmless auainst any and all claims, suits or
other forms ofliability that shall or may arise by reason of action taken or not taken by
the District to comply with the terms of this Article or in reliance on a cenification issued
by the Union.
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6.2
ARTICLE 6
Grievance Procedure
DeclAration of PurDose: The purpose of this Article is to assure a prompt, equitable
resolution of grievances as defined herein.
Definitions:
(a) Grievance'
1. A "contract grievance" is a tenable claim that a specific provision of this
Agreement has been violated. Other disputes which do not involve a
tenable claim that a specific provision of this Agreement has been
violated shall not be considered "contract grievances".
2. A "non-contract grievance" is any other dispute or grievance concerning a
term or condition of employment which may arise between the panies
and which is not covered by this Agreement. It shall be processed up to
and including Step 3. A decision at Step 3 on a non-contract grievance
shall be final and binding and not subject to appeal to arbitration.
Teaching assistants and/or tutors shall not be eligible to file non-contract
grievances.
3. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein contained, teaching
assistants and tutors shall:
a. Be limited to processing contract grievances only, and
b. Be limited to processing through Steps I and 2. Accordingly, for
contract grievances dealing with teaching assistants and/or tutors,
the decision of the Superintendent of Schools or his designee shall
be final and binding.
c. Reson to Steps 3 or 4 shall be foreclosed.
(b) SUDervisor: The term "Supervisor" shall mean any principal, vice principal,
director, immediate supervisor or other administrative or supervisory officer
responsible for the area in which the alleged grievance arises, except for the Chief
Executive Officer.
(c) Chief Executive Officer: The Chief Executive Officer is the Superintendent of
Schools.
(d) Union shall mean the Nonh Tonawanda United Teachers.
4
6.3
(e)
~nal Staff Member shall mean any person in the negotiating unit
represented by the Union.
(I)
~e Committee is the committee created and constituted by the North
TonawandaUnitedTeachers. -
(g) Hearing Officer shall mean any individual.:harged with the duty of rendering
decisions at any stage hereunder.
(h) A,urrieved Panv shall be any person or group of persons in the negotiating unit
presenting a grievance or complaint, or any group of persons having identical
complaints, except that the Union can be the aggrieved pany in situations in
which only the Union alleges a grievance and the rights of individuals are not
involved.
Time Limits:
(a) Grievances must be initiated, in writing, at ihe first applicable stage within twenty
(20) school days after the Professional Stair Member knew or should have known
of the alleged violation. Grievances which are not processed within this time
limitation shall be deemed waived.
(b) Grievances which are not processed from one step to the next step within the time
limitation as provided in Section 6.4, after 8.n answer at that step has been given,
will be deemed sellied on the basis of the answer given. Ifno answer is given,
the grievance shall be deemed to have been denied.
(c) For grievances submitted on or after May
"
time limits herein shall consist of
calendar days (excluding holidays), so that :.uch grievance may be resolved, if
possible, before the close of the school term or as soon as possible thereafter.
(d) All time limits specified in Section 6.4 may be extended only upon the mutual
consent of the panies, which shall be expressed in writing.
(e) The Union Grievance Commillee shall be entitled to at least two (2) working
days advance notice from the Hearing Officer of all hearings on all grievances
commencing with Step I of grievances in which the aggrieved pany is not
represented by the Union. Such notice shall include copies of all documents in
the possession of the Hearing Officer, and the Union shall be entitled to be
present at the hearing.
5.
6.4 SteDs of the Grievance Procedure
The Union or any employee may file a contract or non-contract grievance with his or her
supervisor, which shall be accomplished by filing with the aggrieved employee's
supervisor(s) contract and non-contract grievance forms, respectively, to be supplied by
theDistrict. -
Step I
Step 2
Step 3
A grievance must be in writing and must be filed with the aggrieved
employee's immediate supervisor within twenty (20) school days after the
alleged violation has occurred. The wrinen grievance must set fonh the
name of the grievant, date of filing, nature of the grievance. circumstances
out of which it arose. specific section or sections of the contract which are
alleged to have been violated, and the remedy or correction requested. The
immediate supervisor will endeavor to settle the grievance and will present
hislher decision in writing within five (5) school days after presentation of
the grievance, giving one copy to the Union and forwarding one copy to the
grievant.
If the disposition of the grievance in the previous step is not acceptable. the
Union may appeal to the Superintendent not more than ten (10) school days
after the date of the previous decision. Within two (2) working days after
receipt ofthe appeal, the Superintendent, or his designee, shall set a date for
a hearing and notify the Professional StafT Member and the Grievance
Comminee, and all other parties in interest, of said date, and the hearing will
be commenced within five (5) working days after receipt of the appeal by the
Superintendent. The Superintendent shall render a decision in writing to the
Professional StafTMembe" his representative, and the Grievance
Committee, within five (5) working days after the conclusion of the hearing.
If the grievance has not been satisfactorily resolved at the conclusion of Step
2, the Union may appeal directly to arbitration by following the procedure
noted in Step 4 below; however, in lieu of a direct appeal to arbitration, the
Union may appeal the grievance to the Board of Education by filing a
written Notice of Appeal of the Step 2 decision with the Board within five
(5) working days. The Board or a subcommittee consisting of not less than
three (3) members thereof. shall notify the Union Grievance Comminee and
the Professional StafT Member within two (2) working days and shall
endeavor to meet within five (5) working days but in any event not more
than ten (10) working days after submission. The Board shall issue its
written decision within five (5) working days after the conclusion of the
hearing.
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Step 4 Arbitration
--
(a) Apneal to Arbitration for "Cont"!£!:
Grievances
The Un.ion may appeal any contract grievance to final, binding-
arbitration in accordance with the: procedures hereinafter prescribed
ifit is not satisfied with the decision at Step 2 (or Step 3 when a
Board level hearing was held), provided that: (I) a matter which is or
could be the subject of a contract grievance shall not be litigated by
the Union or any unit member in any other forum; and (2) non-
contract grievances and other matters as to which other means of
resolution are provided or foreclosed by this Agreement or by law
shall not be appealed to arbitration.
(b) The filing of a notice of intent to arbitrate with the Superintendent of
Schools within ten (10) working days after the date of the previous
decision, or if no decision had been rendered, within ten (10)
working days after the maximum allowable time for such decision,
shall be a condition precedent to the right to appeal to arbitration, as
hereinafter provided.
(c) Within ten (10) school days after the written notice of intent to
arbitrate has been filed with the Superintendent, the Union shall refer
the dispute to the American Arbitration Association ("AAA").
Arbitrator selection and arbitration procedures under this Article
shall be conducted under the Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of
the American Arbitration Association, except that the arbitration
tribunal shall supply twenty (20) names per list rather than the
number specified in the Rules ohaid tribunal.
(d) Power and Authoritv of Arbitrator
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the panies.
Notwithstanding anything to the c;ontrary in the law or the Rules of
the arbitration tribunal, the Arbitrator shall limit his decision strictly
to the interpretation or applicatioll of the express provision(s) of the
Agreement submitted to him, and he shall be without power or
authority to make any decision or award:
I. Adding to, subtracting fro.m, contrary to, or inconsistent with
or modifying or varying in any way the terms of this
Agreement;
2. Limiting or interfering in any way with the powers, duties
and responsibilities of the Board or the Superintendent of
7
6.5.
7.1
Schools under the Board rules or regulations, applicable law,
and rules and regulations;
3. Ordering the payment of damages of any kind whatever.
General Provisions
(a) GrOUD Grievances: If, in the judgment of the Union, a grievance affects a group
or class of employees, the Union may submit such grievance in writing directly to
the Superintendent at Step 2.
(b) No interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal of any kind will be
taken by the Board, the Superintendent andlor by any other member of the
Administration against the aggrieved party, any party in interest, any
representative, any member of the Grievance Committee, or any other participant
in the grievance procedure or any other person by reason of such grievance or
participation therein.
(c) AU documents, communications and records dealing with the processing ofa
grievance shall be tiled separately from the personnel files of the participants.
(d) Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right of any
Professional Staff Member having a grievance to discuss the maner informally
with any appropriare member of the Administration and having the grievance
informally adjusted; provided the adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of
this Agreement, and the Union has been given due notice by the Professional
Staff Member and an opportunity to be present at such adjustment and to state its
views of the grievance. In the event any grievance is adjusted without formal
determination, pursuant to this procedure, while such adjustment shall be binding
upon the aggrieved party and, in all respects, shall be final, said adjustment shall
not create a precedent or ruling binding upon either of the parties to this
Agreement in future proceedings.
(e) Pursuant to the rules of the arbitration tribunal, all fees and expenses of the
Arbitrator shall be shared equally between the District and the Union.
ARTICLE 7
Tuther-Administrntion Lfnison
Buildinl! Representative-Prindnnl Meetinl!S
(a) The Union shall select building representatives equal to the number of principals
and assistant principals for each school building, who shall meet with the
principal once each semester of the school year to review and discuss local school
problems and practices. Additional meetings for such purposes may be called,
8
7.2
cancelled or adjourned by mutual consent.
(b) Building representatives shall have the right to schedule Union meetings in the
school building before or after teacher hours of duty or during lunch periods,
providing such meetings do not conflict with scheduled faculty or other academic
meetings; and provi~ed there is no schedull~d activity utilizing available space or
faculty.
Notice will be provided to the building principal at least three (3) workdays in
advance. Shoner notice may be provided when extenuating circumstances exist.
(c) The building representatives shall be provided with not more than ten (10)
minutes at the end ofall faculty meetings, if requested, to repon on matters
involving representation of the Professional StafT Member by the Union. Three
(3) days notice shall be required. except when a shoner notice of the faculty
meeting is given, in which case the time shall be shonened accordingly.
(d) The building representatives shall be permitted to meet with the Professional
Staff Members at times and places convenient to them, provided that such
meetings can be scheduled without disturbing the regular academic program.
Whenever possible, it is agreed that such meetings shall be scheduled before or
after the Professional StafT Member hours c)f duty, and shall avoid interruption of
the Professional StafTMember's planning periods.
Labor-MnnR2tment Commillee
(a) Ew:owiQD: There shall be a Labor-Managt~ment Committee consisting of three
(3) representatives from the DiStrict and ttu'ee (3) representatives appointed by the
Union. The Committee may be expanded, 1>0a temporary or permanent basis, by
mutual agreement of the panies.
(b)
~: To discuss matters which are not addressed by the Agreement. Such
matters shall include issues of mutual concern, including but not limited to:
1. Educational program reforms, initiatives and/or changes in the
educational program of the District.
2. Matters involving safety and health;
3. Matters involving employee-management relations.
(c)
~PJ: The Committee shall normally meet once per month, but may be
convened more frequently when deemed necessary by either the District or the
Union.
(d) fi.utQrder of Business: Following its formation, the committee shall confer on
9
8.1
an "Educational Reform Plan".
(e) Effective Recommendations: The Comminee shall be empowered to make
effective recommendations to the Superintendent. Recommendations shall not be
subject to the grievance and arbitration provisions of this Agreement.
(1) Confidentialitv: Nothing said in the Comminee meetings may be used as
evidence in any court action, administrative proceeding. arbitration or any similar
proceeding without the express wrinen approval of all Committee members.
(g) Use ofExDerts: The Comminee is empowered to use outside resources in order
to assist it with any discussion or topic. AU necessary expenditures for this
purpose require written approval from the Superintendent in advance of
anticipated use.
ARTICLE 8
Emnlovment Rnd Assitmment PrRc.ites
Lon2-Term Substitute Teachers
(THIS SEC110N DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
(a) A "long term substitute" is an employee who has spent forty (40) consecutive
workdays in one position within a sixty (60) day calendar period (July and
August excluded). Satisfactory service in such position during the first forty
(40) consecutive workdays shall be the basis for continuing the position until
the end of the school year in which such placement is made, or until the return
of the regular Professional Staff Member, whichever shall occur first.
(b) The preferred recall list will be used to fill such leave positions.
(c) When filling leave positions pursuant to this Section, seniority is to be one of the
prime considerations but not controlling.
(d) On the forty-first (4111)consecutive day of employment, as described in (a)
above, the teacher will be placed on the appropriate step of the salary schedule
and given full benefits to include seniority as provided herein.
(e) As of the forty-first (41") consecutive day, the long term substitute will be
entitled to a retroactive Fifteen Dollar ($15.00) per day for each of the first
forty (40) days worked in the position (a total of Six Hundred Dollars
($600.00).
10
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8.2
8.3
1. The teacher to whom such seniority credit shall apply must be an
expressed probationary or tenun~ teacher or a teacher currently on leave
in the North Tonawanda school system and such seniority credit shall
only apply to service within the Distrid and not toward tenure.
2. Seniority cr~dit shall not be gn.nted for the first fony (40)
consecutive
days worked.
(I) Ira second long term substitute placement is in a different position, forty (40)
consecutive new days shall be required before these provisions apply, and it
shall be considered a new placement. A new forty (40) consecutive day period
shall not be required, however, if the new placement occurs within thirty (30)
calendar days after completion of the previous long term substitute placement.
Notic:e of and Annlic:ation for Vnc:nnc:ies
(a) As vucancies for professional staff occur during the school year or as positions
are created for the following year. the Superintendent shall have notices of such
vacancies or positions posted on at leasl one (I) faculty bulleli~ board in each
school and two (2) copies sent to the Union President. Said notice shall clearly
set forth the title oca position and, where necessary, the description of the
qualifications for the position.
Ifa vacancy exists, teaching assistants who have teaching certification and are
employed for a full school year will be interviewed by the Superintendent of
Schools and, if determined 10 be the besl qualified for the position, will be
recommended 10 the Board of Education. The Board retains final determination
in the filling of all vacancies and this determination is nOl subject to the grievance
procedures ofthe contract.
(b) The notice of a vacancy shall remain posted as far in advance as practicable,
ordinarily for a period of at least ten (10) days before the final date when
applications must be submitted, during which time qualified employees who may
be interested in such position may apply. in writing, to the Superintendent or his
designee.
(c) For vacancies occurring during the summer or other recess periods, the Distrid
shall be required to notify the Union Pn:sident of such vacancy, and send a copy
ofthe notice in the stamped self-addres:;ed envelope supplied by each employee
requesting such.
(d) The Distrid retains final determination in the filling of all vacancies.
Transfers
(THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO
nACHmGAS~S~N~(mTWO~)
11
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(a)
II
II.
II.
Voluntarv Transfers'
In the determination of requests for voluntary reassignment and/or transfer, the
wishes of the individual teacher may be honored in the following manner, if
approved by the Superintendent:
I. A teacher may apply for transfer to become effective at the beginning of
the next school year.
... 2. A teacher may apply for transfer to become effective during the school
year in which the application is made.
3. A teacher may file a wrinen statement requesting a transfer to any
position for which a vacancy has been advertised pursuant to Section 8.2
above.
4. A teacher may withdraw an application for transfer and refuse a transfer,
provided that such refusal is submitted, in writing, within five (5) school
days after positive notification by the District regarding the teacher's
request has been sent Professional Staff' Members who so notify the
District in a timely fashion may be considered for the purposes of future
transfer requests.
(b) Involuntarv Transfers
I. It is recognized that some involuntary transfers of teachers from one
building to another or reassignment within a tenure area may be
unavoidable, but should be held to a minimum. Notice of any such
involuntary transfer shall be given to teachers as soon as practicable.
2. When transfers are necessary to positions for which there are no previous
applicants, volunteers will be sought for such positions and no
involuntary transfers will be made unless it has not been possible to locate
a satisfactory volunteer. A satisfactory volunteer will be transferred or
reassigned first.
3. In making involuntary transfers and/or changes in assignments, the
preferences of the individual teacher shall be honored, whenever feasible.
4. II is understood and agreed that involuntary transfers shall not be used to
impose discipline.
(c) Use of Senioritv for Voluntarv and Involuntarv
Transfers
"
When there are two (2) or more unit members who are being considered by the
District for the purposes of a transfer, seniority in the District shall bethe
12
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detennining factor for selection purposes when the qualifications, skill and ability
among the candidates are relatively equal.
8.4 Relocation Due to School Closure
. (THIS SEC170N DOES NOTAPPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
Should the District take formal action to close any school building (including a grade
level relocation) or ponion thereof. the following procedures shall apply: .
(a) Movement ofall positions in the District: will become stationary as of the date the
building is closed.
(b) Affected teachers shall have first preference to fill any vacancies then existing
pursuant to the procedures set fonh in Sc:ction 8.3 above (Voluntary and
Involuntary Transfers).
(c) Where an affected teacher has a choice ()frelocation, such choice must be made
within ten (10) working days after being offered but in no event later than June
15th.
(d) Teachers who do not exercise an option for relocation noted in (a) through (c)
above shall be reassigned to any available openings on the basis of seniority
(most senior having first choice of all available assignments).
(e) Where applicable, all assignments under this Section shall be made, whenever
possible, within two (2) weeks following expiration of the time limits set fonh in
(c) above.
8.5 Stamm! the Middle School
(THIS SEC170N DOES NOTAPPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS on TUTORS)
(a) Staffing of middle schools, where possible, shall be accomplished on a voluntary
basis, where such assignment satisfies the needs of the District.
(b) Teachers who wish to be considered as volunteers shall file a voluntary transfer
request pursuant to Section 8.3 herein.
(c) Where the qualifications, skill and ability among those candidates who could be
transferred are relatively equal, District s;eniority shall be the determining factor.
(d) Where the number of voluntary transfers. has not resulted in a sufficient number
ofstatTmembers, involuntary transfers will be accomplished pursuant to Section
8.3 (b) above.
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8.6
8.7
8.8
Notincation ofTeachin2 Assi2nment
Teachers shall receive their tentative teaching assigrunents and schedules for the
following year no later than the last day on which teachers are required to repon for duty
in the last week of the preceding school year. This shall only apply to teachers
unaffected by Section 8.4 above.
I.
Summer School Faculties
(a) In making appointments to secondary summer school faculties. the following
order of priorities shall be followed:
1. First consideration shall be given to teachers who taught the subject for
five (S) or more previous summers.
2. Persons who were regular staff members of the Nonh Tonawanda City
School District during the preceding year and who are determined by the
Superintendent to be cenified and competent to do the work shall be
appointed after I. above.
(b) In making appointments to elementary summer school faculties. the order of
priorities for secondary faculties shall be followed, except where federal or state
monies for special project programs shall include provisions recommending
employment of selected teachers. In the areas of federal or state
recommendations for employment of teachers, the Administration, upon posting
of the openings, shall provide all peninent information related to the positions.
(c) No candidate for summer school work shall be deemed qualified unless he/she:
1. Possesses cenification in the subject area at issue;
OR
2. Ifcenification is not offered or required, the candidate is qualified, if
he/she has previously taught the course within two (2) academic years
preceding the summer school session at issue.
(d) The assignment procedure noted above shall take affect in the 1991-92 school
year.
Department Coordinators
(THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
(a) There shall be thiny-five(3S) depanment coordinators and team leaders
commencing for the contract period to be established as follows:
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Categories 1-6 10or less SI30S $1338 SI371 SI40S
11- 19 S1435 SI471 SIS08 SI546
20+ SI566 SI60S SI64S SI686
Category 7 SI640 SI681 SI723 SI764
I
t
I .
1. Four (4) positions for Grades 9-12 for the areas of English, Social
Studies, Math and Science.
2. Four (4) positions for Grades 6-8 for the areas of English, Social
Studies,Ma.thandScience. -
3. Three (3) positions in Grades 6-12 for the areas of Guidance.
BusinesslTechnology and Foreign Language.
4. Six (6) positions in Grades K-12 for the areas ofVocaVlnstrumental
Music, An. Library, Health! P.:E./Home & Careers, Speech. and Special
Education.
5. Twelve (12) positions in Grades 6-8. as Team Leaders, two (2) for each
grade at Lowry Middle School and at Reszel Middle School.
6. Two (2) positions as Exploratory Coordinators. one each at Lowry
Middle School and Reszel Middle School.
7. Four (4) positions in Grades K.S for the areas of Language Ans, Social
Studies, Math and Science.
(b) StiDend and SalafY: The stipend for coordinators and team leaders in the
foregoing positions shall be as follows for 1999/00 through 2002/03 depending
on number of department members in c:ategories:
1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03
(c) Release Time:
J. Coordinators in the secondary school plus those secondary persons who
may become K-12 coordinators will be assigned five (S) teaching
periods unless voluntarily assuming a 6'" teaching assignment per 10.4(c) of this agreement, and two (2) planning periods. Further. a
homeroom duty may also be as:;igned.
2. Release time will be provided for all other coordinators on an "as needed"
basis.
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(d)
(e)
~:
In May of each year, positions will be posted by the District and the
Superintendent or his designee will have the exclusive authority to make the final
decision trom among those qualified employees who sub mined a letter of intent.
Job DescriDtion
The job description for Department Coordinator is:
1. Meeting with the Administration to enumerate specific needs of
respective depanments.
2. Planning and conducting depanmental meetings.
3. Coordinating depanmental budgetary requests.
4. Providing coordination for the utilization of instructional materials.
S. Serving as the liaison between the Administration and the depanment.
6. Providing input relative to the scheduling of courses and teachers.
7. Providing advisement in the screening of teacher applicants/candidates.
8. Assisting the Administration in the assessment of the curriculum and the
possible need for curricular revision anellor modification.
9. Forming. along with other depanment leaders, an advisory council which
would meet with the Administration and foster interdepanmental
interaction and curriculum coordination.
10. Providing depanmental members with up-to-date literature (professional
library) -possible interdepanmental.
11. Provide depanment-wide coordination for instructional methodology.
12. Provide periodic wrinen repons penaining to depanmental activities.
13. Coordinating the revision of course descriptions, syllabuses and
applications for new course approvals.
14. Assisting in the development of school exams.
IS. Assessing the need and making recommendations for new textbooks.
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8.9
8.10
8.11
9.1
16. Inservice Education
-
assisting the Administration in assessing needs for
and developing programs oflnservice Education.
Other Collateral Duties
(a) Appointments to ot~er collateral duties will be made by the Board of Education
acting on the recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools or his designee.
(b) Vacancies in coaching positions shall be posted and filled pursuant to Article 8.2
of this Agreement.
Seniority
(a) Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, seniority in making
appointments and in granting other benefiu will be considered only when the
Superintendent of Schools, acting with thf: advice ofadministrators and
supervisors, deems that all other factors are equal.
(b) There shall be a separate seniority listing of employees occupying teaching
assistant and tutor positions. Employees shall be placed on the appropriate list in
accordance with their most recent date of hire. provided that such date has been
followed by satisfactory and continuous sl:rvice to the District. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary which may be contained in this Agreement, Seniority
shall be used solely to determine layoff and recall rights of teaching assistants and
tutors, nnd shall not be used for any other ,purpose.
Union President Sc:hedule
(a)
(b)
The President shall not be assigned any supervisory duties.
If the President is assigned to a middle school or to the senior high school, no
homeroom duties shall be assigned.
(c) Instructional duties of the President shall be assigned in consecutive time periods,
when practicable.
ARTICLE 9
Short-Term Lc:aves
Sick Leave
(a) Sick leave shall be granted at the rate of I !1 days per year for each month of
service in a school year: to wit:
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9.2
10 mo. employees 15 days sick leave per year
10~ mo. employees 16 days sick leave per year
11 mo. employees 16'12days sick leave per year
12 mo. employees 18 days sick leave per year
(b) I. Sick leave shall be credited at the beginning of the fiscal year, July I. for
employees who are scheduled to perform service during the months of
July and August, and on September I for 10 month employees. Unused
sick leave shall be cumulative to 200 days for 10 month employees, 210
days for 10 112 month employees, 220 days for II month employees, and
240 days for 12 month employees.
2. Sick Leave for TeachinlZ Assistants and Tutors
Sick leave for teaching assistants and tutors shall be earned and accrued
as follows:
a. Teaching assistants shall be credited with four (4) paid sick leave
days at the beginning of each semester worked. Days will be
prorated ifless than a full semester was worked. Teaching
assistants shall be eligible to accrue up to a maximum of 75 sick
leave days.
b. Tutors shall earn 2 paid sick leave days following each full
semester worked. Tutors shall be eligible to accumulate up to a
maximum of fifteen (15) sick leave days.
(c) No sick leave credit shall be granted for any time in which the employee is in an
unpaid leave status. For a month in which an employee has no paid leave service,
sick leave credit will be decreased by 1.5 days for teachers and I day for teaching
assistants for that year.
Sick Leave Bank
(THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TlffORS)
(a) A sick leave bank shall be maintained to assist participating teachers who have
exhausted their accumulated sick leave as a result of extended illness.
(b) A teacher who wishes to participate in the sick leave bank program, will notify
the District with a copy sent to the Union that he/she is donating one ofhislher
sick days to the bank.
(c) The number of total days withdrawn each year shall not exceed 200 or the sum of
contributed days, whichever is smaller unless mutually agreed by Superintendent.
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(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
I.
2.
9.3
and President. Days not used up to this maximum in any contract year may be
carried forward.
(d) The total number of days a member is eli,gible to request shall not exceed 50 per
school year or 100 in a five-year period unless mutually agreed upon by the
Superintendent and Union President. -
(e) A teacher wishing to apply for days from this bank shall put hislher request in
writing to the Union chairman ofthe sick leave bank comminee. The sick leave
bank comminee will meet promptly to review each request on a case-by-case
basis.
(f) Following an initial grant of days from the bank, a periodic review of the case
will be undertaken prior to granting ofany possible additional days.
Penonal Leave
(a) Up to a maximum offour (4) days may be used for personal business which
cannot be accomplished at any time except the employee's workday. Use of
leave days for this purpose in less than one-day increments shall be at the sole
discretion of the Superintendent or his designee.
(b) Notification for the use of a personal leave day for personal business must be
submined, in writing, on the form annexed to this Agreement as Appendix A.
Such notification must be made to the employee's supervisor not less than three
(3) working days prior to its use (unless elCtenuating circumstances require
shorter notice).
Use ofa personal day on the day before or after a holiday or recess period shall
be at the sole discretion of the Superintendent or his designee.
Unused personal leave days as of June 30th of each school year shall be added to
the employee's sick leave accumulation.
Absence from work due to religious observances or religious holidays shall be
charged against the employee's personal leave days.
Personal leave for Teaching Assistants and Tutors
Teaching Assistants: Up to two (2) daysper year can be used as personal
leave days in addition to sick leave days. and will be credited at the
btginning of each semester worked
Tutors: Up to one (I) day per semester can be used as personal leave
Day in addition to sick leave days. and will be credited at the beginning of
each semester worked.
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9.4
9.5
Bereavement Leave
(a) In the event that an employee is bereaved by the death ofan immediate family
member, such employee may absent himselffrom work, with pay, for a -
maximum of five (5) consecutive workdays, provided:
1. The five (S) days referred to above must include the day of the funeral.
2. Bereavement leave shatt not apply during periods when the employee
involved is absent from work because of sickness, leave of absence or any
other leave.
Employees shatt receive full pay for each workday falling within the five (5) day
period above.
(b) For the purpose of this provision, immediate familv shatt be defined as including
only: current spouse, parent, mother, sister, brother, son, daughter, grandparent,
grandchild, current parent-in-law, QJrrent brother-in-law or sister-in-law, QJrrent
son-in-law, current daughter-in-law, current stepparent. current stepchildren or
any member of the employee's household, regardless of relationship.
(c) Employees requiring bereavement leave ofabsence shall repon to their
immediate supervisor, as soon as reasonably practical, the days of absence
anticipated because of a death in the family.
Jurv DutY Service
(a) An employee who is summoned and is actuatty required to attend and serve as a
juror will be paid the difference between the jury fee and hislher regular per diem
pay for time actuatty lost trom work due to such jury duty.
(b) The employee shatt be required to:
1. Notify his/her immediate supervisor as soon as possible, within at least
two (2) weeks before the day the employee is required to repon for jury
service, and if not possible, as soon as possible after receiving the notice
to repon.
I.
2. Return to hislher immediate supervisor a completed form cenified by the
coun clerk.
3. Cooperate with the District in requesting excuse or delay from jury
service where the employee's absence witt adversely affect the District's
operations.
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(c) It is understood that employees will repon back for work at any time when they
arc fi'cc trom the responsibilities of jury duty.
(d) The employee must promptly turn over to the District any payment received
(except for monies received as reimbun;ement for out-of-pocket expenses) after
receivingsame. -
9.6 Court Annearance
Employees shall be granted time off up to a maximum of three (3) workdays without loss
of pay when subpoenaed to appear as a witness, including any arbitration proceeding
involving the Union. or when required to appear for the purpose of making a deposition.
This leave shall not apply when the employee iii a plaintiff or a defendant in any
proceeding, but absence due to the necessity for a court appearance as a plaintiff or a
defendant may be charged against personallea"e.
9.7 Sabbatical Leave
(THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
(a) On or about October I S, of each school year, the Superintendent and the Union
President shall jointly issue a reminder Ihatthe teachers interested in seeking
approval ofa sabbatical leave request must follow the provisions of this
procc.>dure.
(b) Sabbatical leave may be granted in anyone year to a number of employees not
exceeding 2% of the whole membership of the negotiating unit. No provision of
this Agreement shall be interpreted as n:quiring the Board of Education to grant
sabbatical leaves in any number except as it may be the judgment of the Board
that it is in the best interests of the School District to do so.
(c) As used in these rules and regulations, "teacher" means any employee holding his
position by vinue of a permanent profe!isional certificate granted by the New
York State Education Department for the position he held in the North
Tonawanda Public Schools. For convenience, all teachers are referred to as "he."
(d) Final approval for the granting of a sabhaticalleave rests with the Board of
Education, the Board to take into consideration the recommendation of the
Sabbatical Leave Selection Commiuee.
(e) The Sabbatical Leave Selection Committee shall consist of one member of the
Board, the Superintendent of Schools, who will serve as secretary and who shall
be a non-voting member of the Commiuee, one elementary school administrator,
one secondary school administrator, and five teachers.
(I) &tm~
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1. Sabbatical leave shall be for the purpose of pursuing a formal program of
studies beyond the Bachelor's Degree. Normally, this study will take
place at an institution granting degrees beyond the most advanced degree
held by the applicant, but consideration will be given to requests for
exceptions: .for instance, in the case of a music teacher who needs to
study at a particular institution or with a particular teacher.
2. Leaves will not be granted for programs ofless than twelve (12) semester
hours of aedit per semester. Where a program is not evaluated in terms
of semester hours, as in the case of some National Science Foundation
Fellowships, the Superintendent will make an evaluation of the semester
hour equivalency of the work. Where the teacher on leave is the recipient
of a teaching fellowship, it will be permissible for the teacher to receive a
stipend for this work, providing twelve (12) semester hours of work are
carried.
(g) Leaves will be granted at half-pay, or 6()01oof the salary at Step I of the Three-
Year Training Salary Schedule, whichever is greater, normally for a full year of
study, but consideration will be given to leave for a semester where a suitable
substitute can be obtained.
(h) Sick leave will accumulate while the teacher is on sabbatical leave, but sick leave
pay will not be paid. The regular sabbatical leave pay will be continued during
short periods of illness. lfa teacher is ill for short periods of time, no report need
be made. If a teacher, absent on sabbatical leave, is ill or there are circumstances
which make it possible that the purposes for which the sabbatical leave was
granted will not be fulfilled, the Superintendent is to be notified.
(i) A copy of any communication from the training institution to the person on
sabbatical leave, which indicates that because ofabsence or other reasons the
semester or year of study may not be concluded by the granting of the amount of
academic credit for which the student is enrolled is to be filed with the
Superintendent of Schools.
G> Illness While on Leave
l. A teacher, absent on sabbatical leave, who is ill to the extent that his
program of studies cannot be carried out may request the Board to
temporarily suspend his sabbatical leave and place him on sick leave pay.
2. When a teacher has recovered sufficiently that he can return to teaching
duty, if the commitment to his substitute is such that he cannot be
returned to his regular position, he will be assigned to any vacant teaching
position for which his teaching certificate is valid or he may be assigned
to substitute service. Any service, whether regular teaching, substitute
service, or other service, will be at the regular full rate of pay.
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"3. In the event that a teacher on sabbatical leave becomes ill and is placed on
sick leave, and at the end of his sick leave is unable to return to duty
because of his illness, the Board will consider his case on an individual
basis.
(k) Teachers will be eligible for consideration for a sabbatical leave after seventy
(70) months of actual on-the-job service in the Nonh Tonawanda City Schools, or
after fifty (SO) months of actual on-the-job service in the Nonh Tonawanda City
Schools if the teacher were credited with five or more years of service at the time
of initial appointment in the Nonh Tonawanda City Schools.
(I) Sabbatical leave is granted for the purpose of improving the teacher's training for
work in which he is employed by the Nonh Tonawanda City Schools. Therefore,
teachers granted sabbatical leaves will be expected to return to service in the
Nonh Tonawanda City Schools. Teachers granted a sabbatical leave will be
required to sign an agreement stipulating that the salary paid while the teacher is
on leave will be repaid by the teacher in the event that he does not return to
service in Nonh Tonawanda upon completion of the year of leave; that three-
quarters of the amount will be repaid by the teacher in the event that he resigns
after one year of service following the leave; that one-half of the amount will be
repaid by the teacher in the event that he resigns after two years of service
following the leave; and that one-quarter of the amount will be repaid by the
teacher in the event that he resigns aft«:r three years of service following the
sabbatical leave. For purposes of this computation, if a teacher leaves in the
middle ofa year, fractions ofa year le:;s than one-half will not be counted, but
fractions of a year over one-half will c:ount as a full year. Service to the end of
the first semester will be considered to be one-half year of service.
(m) The repayment of salary under this provision will be waived by the Board of
Education in the event of disability retirement, or other resignation due to reasons
of health in which the school physician cenifies that the teacher is physically
incapable of performing the duties of 'his position. The repayment of salary under
this provision may be waived by the Hoard of Education where the resignation is
for other reasons deemed by the Board to be beyond the teacher's control.
Resignations due to the relocation ofl.he family because of the employment of the
teacher's spouse will not be considered "beyond the teacher's control."
(n) Teachers desirous ofbeing considered for a sabbatical leave will submit a letter
of application setting fonh the following information and such other information
as the Sabbatical Leave Selection Committee may require:
I. Statement of purpose in requ«:sting a sabbatical leave.
2. Statement of training and experience at the time ofapplication.
3. Statement describing the studies to be pursued, including identification of
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the training instirutioR, and statement as to whether the institution has
accepted the applicant for this program of studies.
4. Other information which the applicant feels would be of value to the
Committee in considering his application.
s. The information contained in the application may be presented in the
form which the applicant feels would make it most readily understandable
by the Committee and the Board of Education. The applicant should
submit fifteen (IS) copies of his application. duplicated by the spirit
process. mimeograph or other process.
6. Applications must be submitted by December I. They will be considered
by the Comminee during the month of December and will be acted upon
by the Board of Education at the January meeting.
(0) Since the purpose of granting sabbatical leave is that of improving the teacher's
effectiveness in the work in which he is employed by the Nonh Tonawanda City
Schools. programs leading to additional cenification other than another field of
teaching will not be approved. Thus. an elementary school teacher who wishes to
obtain cenification as a teacher of handicapped children or a junior high school
teacher with cenification in English who wishes to earn cenification in school
studies or a senior high school teacher of science whose program would include
cenification to teach in other science areas would be eligible for consideration.
Guidance is a "field of teaching". as used in this paragraph.
(P) Sabbatical Leaves' Administration/Supervision
I. Sabbatical leave programs in administration or supervision will be
considered only for those applicants holding administrative or supervisory
positions in the Nonh Tonawanda City Schools.
2. The inclusion of courses in administration or supervision will be
approved for persons other than administrator or supervisors. provided
such courses are incidental to the teacher's main program of studies, and
will not result in training beyond the minimum required for cenification
for service in a single administrative or supervisory field in New York
State. AIly courses taken while on sabbatical leave that do not relate
directly to the teacher's field of study must be approved by the
Superintendent of Schools in advance.
(q) Since the primary purpose of granting a sabbatical leave is that of improving the
teacher's effectiveness in the area in which he is employed. those applying for
graduate study in their immediate areas will be given first consideration by the
Sabbatical Leave Selection Comminee.
(r) Sabbatical Leave for Areas of Shonage of Personnel
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II
9.8
9.9
1. Those applying for a sabbatical leave in other areas. where shortages of
qualified professional personnel exist, or where it is anticipated that
shortages of qualified personnel will exist in the future, shall also be
considered as applicants for sabbatical leave by the Committee. This is in
keeping with the Board's policy of promot ion of qualified personnel from
within the system.
2. Those applying for sabbaticalleslVe in areas other than those in which
shortages of qualified personnel do not presently or usually exist, will be
given secondary consideration
b" the Committee after all other
applications have been considered. This is in keeping with the spirit of
sabbatical leave, which is to enC(lurage teachers to pursue further graduate
study in the field of education. Again, this is in keeping with the Board's
policy of promotion of qualified personnel from within the system, in
these areas, as vacancies occur.
3. The Superintendent of Schools will make a determination as to whether
there is a present or prospective shortage of qualified applicants.
(s) It is permissible to take courses outside the field in which the teacher is employed
to teach, if the "outside" courses are incidental to the main body of study.
Generally, such "outside" courses will be limited to one course per semester of
leave, and must be approved by the Superintendent of Schools.
Union Business Leaves
(a) The Union shall be granted a maximum of twenty (20) days leave during each
school year of this Agreement for the purpose of officers attending meetings.
The Union President shall be required to inform the Superintendent not less than
three (3) days in advance of this leave, whenever possible.
(b) Each year, the Union shall have an additional ten (10) days ofleave for use in full
or partial days for the purpose of negotiations with the Board of Education.
These days shall be used when, by mutual agreement, negotiations are scheduled
during working hours requiring teacher members to seek substitute services.
(c) One representative of the Union shall be provided leave for each full or partial
day that a grievance hearing is held during working hours without deduction from
the above listed days.
(d) The Union members using these days shall receive regular pay for the period of
this leave; the Union shall reimburse the Board of Education for any substitute
service necessary for the employees on leave at the current substitute rate.
Child Rearin2 Leave
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(THIS SEC770N DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TCffORS)
i
I.
I
I
I
(a)
~
1. Subject to t~e conditions set fonh in this Aniele, child rearing leave may
be granted to any employee for the purpose of caring for a child who is
resident in the employee's own home during the period of the leave,
provided that the employee desires to resume active employment
following the expiration of such leave period.
2. Further, the leave shall apply for caring for a newborn child or a newly
adopted child five years of age or younger.
(b) Advance Wrinen Notice
Where the need for a leave can reasonably be anticipated in advance, as in the
case of pregnancy, pending adoption or the like, the employee shall give the
superintendent of Schools wrinen notice of the impending need for the leave and
as close an approximation as possible of the date when the employee requests the
leave to begin.
(c) ADplication
1. Child Rearin~J: Actual application for the leave shall be submitted to the
Superintendent at least thirty (30) calendar days in advance of the first
day ofleave, whenever possible; and in no case later than the fifth (Sth)
actual day of absence, if immediate leave had to be taken without notice
because of circumstances beyond the employee's control.
2. AdwnUm: The employee will make every effort to provide at least thirty
(30) days notice of intent. Leave shall commence with the adoption.
(d) Tenn of Leave
The unpaid leave of absence shall not exceed the balance of the semester in
which the leave commences plus four (4) additional full semesters.
(e)
I
I
I'
I
Without Pav
Child rearing leave is without payor benefits of any kind.
(f) Notice oflntent to Return
An employee on leave shall confirm to the Superintendent, in writing, the
employee's intent to return on the required day and such writing shall be
delivered to the Superintendent not later than the sixtieth (60th) consecutive
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calendar day prior to the last day of the leave. Failure to give such notice on time
shall be deemed to be a voluntary resignation by the employee, which the Board
of Education is entitled to accept, effective as of the last day of the leave.
(g) Failure to Return
If the employee fails to resume active employment by the end of the granted
leave period, the employee will be considered as having voluntary resigned. The
effect of any such resignation shall include permanent severance of employment
with the District for all purposes under !the law. However, if the employee's
failure to file or return when scheduled was due to an emergency, the employee
will be excused, if the employee:
I. Notifies the District Personnel Office as soon as possible following the
emergency; and
2. Provides any documentation which may be requested by the District.
For purposes of this Section, an emergency is any circumstance beyond the
control of the employee, where, even with due diligence, such unforeseen
circumstance prevented the employee from complying with the requirements of
this Aniele.
(h) Accumulation of Senioritv or Service Ci~
I. Probationary service credit or seniority will not be granted for any period
of time spent on child rearing leclve.
2. When employees return from child rearing leave, they shall be recredited
with all time accumulated benefits which they had accumulated as of the
day prior to the first day of their leave.
3. A regularly scheduled ten (10) month employee who resumes active
employment following a child rearing leave of absence will be credited,
for salary purposes, for a full year service if the employee completed
twenty (20) or more weeks of active service during the school year in
which the child rearing leave commenced.
4. A regularly scheduled twelve (12) month employee who resumes active
employment following a child rearing leave of absence will be credited,
for salary purposes, for a full year service if the employee completed
twenty-six (26) or more weeks o{active service during the school year in
which the child rearing leave commenced.
(i) £I.!1Wjlute Teacher EmDlovment durin!! Child Rearin(J Leave
An employee on an approved child rearing leave may, at the sole discretion of the
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District, work as a full or part-time substitute teacher. The District's discretion
shall not be subject to the grievance procedure.
9.10 Leave of Absente for [muloVtes Whose Skk Leave hns [xnired
Whenever an employee is absent from duty bccause of personnel illness after the -
expiration of his sick leave with pay, he shall be considered to be on sick leave without
pay until his return to duty, or until the Board has taken some other action in the matter.
9.11 Unuaid Leave: One Semester or Two Semester Leaves
(a) Teachers may request an unpaid leave of absence for a period of one or two
semesters. If approved. such leave must commence with the beginning of a
semester with written notice of not less than sixty (60) days prior to the
commencement of the leave. The teacher shall not accrue seniority during such
leave. If granted, such leaves shall not involve more than 2% of the bargaining
unit at anyone time. and an individual teacher shall be eligible for such leave
only once in any seven year period. Not more than one teacher may be absent
from anyone building on such leaves at anyone time.
(b) Such leaves shall be at the discretion of the Superintendent of Schools. but
approval for such leaves shall not be unduly or unreasonably denied. Approval
or denial shall be in writing with reasons given.
9.11 Other Luves
The Board of Education reserves the right to grant such other leaves. paid and unpaid, as
it may deem to be in the best interest of the School District, the action of the Board of
Education in any single instance not constituting a binding precedent with respect to
other requests for such leaves.
9.13 Extension ofSthool Vuntion Periods
It is agreed that the extension of vacation periods will not be approved for purposes other
than those for which leave, with or without pay. would ordinarily be granted at other
times. Employees who are absent for reasons other than those for which leave is
ordinarily granted and who have not made any arrangements with the Board of Education
or the Superintendent shall be considered to be absent without leave. A teacher who is
willfully absent without leave or permission or any adequate reason shall be considered
to be insubordinate, in neglect of duty, or guilty of conduct unbecoming a teacher, as
may be appropriate to the circumstances.
9.14 Leave in Connett ion with Snouse's [mnlovment
Leave will not ordinarily be granted for absence in connection with spouse's
employment. such as accompanying the teacher's husband to a convention. Where there
is an unusual opportunity for self-improvement, such as extended travel in a foreign
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country, the: Board of Education will consider requests on an individual basis.
9.15 Soecial LenVts (or Study. Travel or Soedal Services
A leave of nbsence for not longer than ten (10) working days will be granted each year to
not more than two (2) teachers who apply for :iuch leave under the following condiiions:
(a) Leaves of absence for study shall be limited to study in an accredited institution
of higher learning or under a fellowship grant from a recognized foundation or
research organization engaged in educ;uion research.
(b) Leaves for travel may be granted when conducted by an accredited institution of
higher learning for which course credit is granted by the institution.
(c) Special service leaves may be granted for full-time service when such service is
directly related to the teacher's area of worle.
(d) The individual shall reimburse the District for the cost of a substitute for the first
five (5) working days of such leave. The District will pay the cost of the
substitute for the second five (5) working days.
9.16 Militarv Le.m::c
Teachers shall be granted military leave under the terms ofapplicable statutes of the State
of New York and the United States, subject to the following terms and conditions:
(a) The teacher seeking use of such leave !ihall make every etTon and shall provide
written prooffrom the military authorities that such military leave could not be
arranged or scheduled outside the school work year.
(b) The teacher on military leave shall turn over to the Board such pay andlor salary
received from the military authorities by the teacher on such leave to a maximum
orthe cost ofa substitute teacher required during such teacher's absence.
ARTICLE 10
Tuchill!! Schedlllie
10.1 Work Year
(a) The teacher work year shall not exceed one hundred eighty-seven (181)
workdays, beginning no earlier than th.: day after Labor Day and ending no later
than June 30th.
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(b) At least one (I) workday shall be designated a staff development day. The
scheduling and content of this day shall be designed jointly by the District and the
Union. Expenses, ifany, must be approved in advance by the Superintendent.
There will be no students in attendance on this date.
-.
.
(c) Elementary teachers shall have up to five (5) one-half day sessions free from
students per school year, as follows:
(d)
(e)
(f)
I. Up to one (I) one-half day session shall occur during the first week of
school;
2. Up to four (4) one-half day sessions shall occur during the last week of
school.
It is understood and agreed that any such early release days will not affect or
impact on District state aid.
The regular student attendance days shall be scheduled within the regular teacher
work year. .
Calendar ProDosal
I. Each year, on or before January 30, the Union Calendar Committee and
the Superintendent shall meet for the purpose of reaching a mutually
satisfactory calendar proposal for the following school year.
2. lfa mutually acceptable proposal is developed, it shall be presented to the
Board by the Superintendent for the Board's consideration.
3. If a mutually acceptable proposal is not developed. the Superintendent
will submit both recommendations to the Board.
ParentfT eacher Conferences
The following parent/teacher conference activity shall constitute the 187th
teacher workday noted in Section (a) above:
I. All teachers K-12 shall atiend one (1) parentlteach~r conference per
semester (in addition to the regular conference schedule during the school
day). Such conferences shall be held outside of normal school days
within each school building. The District shall provide for the safety and
security of the staff attending these evening conferences.
I
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2. Whenever practicable, the schedule of conference dates shall be
determined at the beginning of each semester, thereby providing teachers
with ample notice.
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10.4
Teacher WorkdavlWorkwuk
The nonnal teacher workday shall not exceed sc:ven (7) hours (Elementary) or seven (7)
hours eleven (11) minutes (Secondary) as described below. Such times are exclusive of
any after school commitmeQts as desaibed herein.
Teachln2 Schedule: General Provisions
(a) Participation in extracurricular activities (clubs. musicals, plays, dances, etc.)
shall be strictly voluntary and, if compensated. shall be compensated in
accordance with the schedules shown in Appendix E in this Agreement.
(b) Teachers shall not be required to anend more than four (4) facully and/or
depanment meetings per month and such meetings shall not exceed one (I) hour.
(c) Teachers shall not be required to perfom1 policing functions or to collect or sell
tickets at times other than the teacher/pupil day.
(d) Insofar as practicable. it shall be the policy to protect teachers from unnecessary
intemlPtion of teaching time, but that interruptions related to the orderly
operation of the whole school program shall not be deemed to be in violation of
this provision.
(e) Teachers shall not be required to assume the duties of a principal when such
principal is absent from the building.
(I) In the event bus duty is necessary. the as:signment will be made on an equitable
basis. to fall within the teacher's workday insofar as possible.
(g) Any time the Union President or acting President is not in an assigned duty,
he/she shall be available to conduct Union business. When Union business
requires the President or acting president to leave his/her regularly assigned
building. he/she will inform the principal or his/her designee. It is understood
that the conduct ofsuch business may not interfere with normal school operation.
(h) No tea,cher shall be assigned to substitute for another teacher during hislher
planning time. except in an emergency as defined by the District Emergency
Management Plan or by prior mutual consent. Compensation for each class
covered shall be equal to $13.50 per clas:; when the reason for coverage is due to
a substitute shonage.
Teacher Work Schedule
([HIS SECnON DOES NOTAPPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
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(a> Elementarv K-5
The elementary schedule shall be as follows:
30 minutes
Up to 10 minutes' .
300 minutes
Up to 3S minutes
-
Preparation before Student arrival
-
Duty before the inStructional day
-
InStructionaltime
-
Average daily planning during the instructional day
(every reasonable effon shall be made to provide this
amount on a daily basis)
-
Duty free lunch.
-
Duty after school
Ii
I
I;
;i
I
I
I
I I
40 minutes
Up to S minutes
.Every reasonable effon shall be made to provide this amount as 40 consecutive
minutes. Any teacher not having the 40 consecutive duty free minutes shall be
exempt from before and after school ~uty assignments.
(b) Assi,mment ofSDecial Teachers
I. When a special teacher is in charge of an elementary teacher's class, the
elementary teacher may leave the classroom for the duration of the
period.
2. Every effon will be made to distribute specialists' classes evenly
throughout each teaching week.
'I
"
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3. All special teachers. including but nOllimiled 10 an, music, physical
education, speech, reading, librarians and remedial math, shall be
scheduled to have a minimum of I 50 minutes, during the instructional
day, per normal workweek for planning time.
(c) SecondarY Grades (6-12)
I. The normal teaching load for secondary teachers shall be two hundred
(200) minutes for instruction per day or an average of 1200 minutes per 6
day cycle, However, teachers may be assigned up to an additional fony
(40) minutes per day average under the following conditions:
a. When, after exercising every reasonable effon to avoid such, a
depanment is left with not more than two (2) classes of instruction
in addition to all regular teaching assignments. In making this
assignmenl, the District will first solicit from the affected
depanment within the building:
I
r
I
(i) Volunteers -Depanment Coordinators may volunteer.
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(ii) Failing an adequate number of volunteers, the District
may make a maximum of two (2) assignments, on the
basis of seniority, within the affected departments in that
building.
b. The maximum teacher load for employees teaching six (6) Classes
shall not exceed one hundred fifty (I SO) pupils. However, any
teacher may agree to accept more than one hundred fifty (I SO)
pupils.
c. Teachers who teach an I!dditional assignment, as noted in (a) and
(b) above, shall be relieved ofall supervisory duties.
d. The exercise of the District's option to assign up to an additional
fony (40) minutes per day average as a sixth class shall not be
performed so as to result in the layoff of any bargaining unit
employee in any affected department.
2. The balance of the secondary teacher workday, unencumbered by
teaching assignments noted above, shall be as follows:
a. Supervision -Up to 40 minutes
b. Passing Time -Up to 40 m:inutes
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(d)
c. Morning Duty
before AM session -Up to I S minutes
d. Homeroom
-
Up to S minutes
e. Afternoon Duty following
student dismissal -Up to 5 minutes
f. Planning
-
At least 40 minutes
g. Professional
Activities - Up to 40 minutes
h. Duty.free Lunch
-
At least 40 minutes. Commencing in 2000-2001
high school teachers will have at least 30 minutes
for lunch
Definitions
I. TeachinlZ AssilZnment: Any assignment which requires regular
preparation. presentation and evaluation of curriculum and which
involves testing and grading. recordkeeping. conferencing with other
professional staff members and parent conferencing when necessary.
Such assignments are given only to cenified personnel.
2. SUDervisorv Assillnment: Any assignment which requires no lesson
preparation, presentation or evaluation procedures. Such assignments
include cafeteria monitoring, traditional study hall monitoring, and hall
duty. Such assignments may be given to cenified or non-cenified
personnel. Homeroom periods, bus duty, and hall or lavatory supervision
between periods are not included in this definition for purposes of this
section; these duties are pan of the normal working day and shall be
assigned in an equitable manner among all ~tafT. Supervisory assignments
shall be reviewed and approved by the Superintendent and/or his central
office designee for each semester. No teacher shall be assigned two (2)
cafeteria monitoring periods in anyone semester. Depanment
Coordinators will not be assigned supervisory duties. Middle School
team leaders may be assigned supervisory duty. Commencing in 2000-
2001, high school teachers will not be assigned to cafeteria duty or
cafeteria-related duty.
I
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3. Professional Activities' Direct student assistance time will involve
student-teacher contact designed to promote and enhance student
achievement and may include makeups. remediation, and/or enrichment
of those students a teacher deems eligible.
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10.5
4. The teacher will designate one period per six (6) day cycle for student
assistance. ReferT8ls for student assistance may be made by guidance.
social workers, administration or parents to the teacher who then
schedules hislher students for 2lssistance.
s. Indirect student assistance time: will involve those activities consistent
with student suppon. inclusive of but not limited to, middle school team
planning time; meetings; conferences; parent contact; collegial contacts
with social workers. psychologists, guidance counselors. or
administrators; and designated office hours.
6. Scheduling ofthe aforementioned professional duties will occur at the
teacher's discretion and may alternate with the scheduled planning period.
(e) AssilZnment Outside Cenification Arell
No teacher shall be assigned to teach more than one (I) class a day outside of his
field of cenification without his consent.
(I)
~ents & School Examination Period
Proc.edures now existing during Regents and school examinations at the
conclusion of the school year shall be maintained. Changes in these procedures
shall be made only by mutual agreement between the Board and the Union. Final
exams at the middle schools will be conducted during the last five (5) consecutive
days prior to Regents Rating Day.
(g) Imchinll Preoarations
Teachers shall teach no more than two (2) subject areas, nor as a general policy
more than a total of three (3) teaching preparations at anyone time, except
temporarily in cases of extenuating circ:umstances or with the consent of the
teacher. Courses for which the curriculum or the final testing instrument is
substantially the same will be consider,ed to be one preparation.
Schedules find Reimbursement to Tenchers Reouired to Trnvel
(a) In arranging schedules for teachers who are assigned to more than one school. an
etTon will be made to limit the amount ofinterschool travel. Such teachers will
be notified of any changes in their schedule as soon as practicable. All teachers
who are assigned to more than one school per day will receive the maximum
mileage allowance allowable by the I.R.S. for travel between schools in
connection with duties of the teacher's basic instructional ponion.
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(b) Teachers shall have a twenty (20) minute period between Iheir travel
assignments, for necessary work related 10 their assignment, plus necessary travel
time.
(c) The District will make every reasonable effon to schedule teachers required 10
travel to insure Ihal their workday docs not exceed that of other leachers. When
this is not possible, the leacher's total workday shall not exceed that of olher staff
members by more Ihan twenty (20) minules. Funher, these employees shall be
reimbursed for all time worked over the nonnal workday at the extra class rate
listed in Appendix E of this Agreement.
II.
(d) In the secondary schools. leachers shall be entitled 10 one (I) full planning period
included within Ihe teacher's total workday.
Part-Time Tcachcn
(THIS SECnON DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
(a) Definition
A pan-time teacher is an employee hired to teacher fewer than five (5) teaching
classes per day (less than two hundred [200] minutes) on a regular schedule.
(b) Period ofEmplovmenl
Pan-time teachers shall be employed to work only during consecutive periods of
paid employment, wilh additional planning andlor assigned duty lime to
immediately precede or follow assigned periods.
(c) Pro Rata Benefils
Pan-time teachers shall be enlitled to all rights and benefits prorated to the
number of one-fifth teaching periods for which employed.
(d) Soccial Circumstances
II shall not be Board policy to employ pan-time teachers except for special
circumstances.
. .
(e) Half-Dav KinderIJanen Teachers
Pan-time teachers shall be those kinderganen teachers employed for one-half
(112) day, required 10 work two (2) hours, fony-five (45) minutes each school
day. It shall not be Board policy to employ pan-time kinderganen leachers
except for special circumstances.
.,
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"10.7 WorkdAvlWork Year. SDrci," Trachrn
(17{[S SEC110N DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
(a) In General:
I. All special teachers shall be assigned appropriate staning and dismissal
times consistent with the regular working hours of the building in which
their work shall be performed.
2. The workday of all special teachers, with the exception of school
psychologists, shall not be longt:r than teachers serving in the area of
education to which the special t.:achers are assigned.
3. All working hours of special teachers do not relieve them of their
professional duty to furnish adequate help in addilion to regularly
assigned hours when the teacher determines such extra help may be
necessary.
(b) Skb201 PsycholoRists
School psychologists shall work during the regular teaching days assigned
teachers with total employment hours tCI be a minimum of six (6) hours fony (40)
minutes, including lunch. daily. If employmenl for one (I) additional month
during July and August is required, psyc:hologists shall also work during the days
of June following the close of the teachc:r's work year and Ihe days preceding the
opening of school in September. However, Ihe 10lal number of such days to be
worked shall not exceed five (5) days in anyone school year,
(c) Social Workers
I. Social workers shall work a teacher work year.
2. For purposes of scheduling and :lssignments. social workers shall be
treated as guidance counselors.
(d) Qyj,dJlnce Counselors
Guidance counselors shall work during the regular hours and days of other
teachers assigned to the Building. In addition. counselors employed for
additional days in July and/or August. al the option of the Administration, may be
required to work during the days in June following the close of the teachers' work
year and the days preceding opening of :;chool in September. However, the total
number of such days to be worked shall not exceed five (5) days in anyone
school year. Counselors serving these additional days, at the District's discretion,
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may be employed up to ten (10) working days during the months of July and/or
August. However, if the number of additional days to be worked is less than ten
(10). the counselor shall have the right to refuse to work any additional days
during July and/or August.
Facul" and DeDlrtmental Medin2s
(a) On one day a week. the teacher's required time of attendance may be extended for
not longer than one (I) hour beyond the normal dismissal time for students in that
school for the purpose of holding general faculty meetings, building faculty
meetings, departmental faculty meetings, or other staff meetings. AJthough one
afternoon per week is to be reserved for such meetings, if an administrator,
supervisor or other person authorized to call such meetings wishes to hold such a
meeting, he shall notify those involved not less than three (3) calendar days prior
to the meeting. If the meeting is cancelled, notice is to be given at least one (I)
day in advance. If such notice is not given, the meetings will be considered to
have been held.
(b) Except in situations where urgent business must be transacted, staff meetings will
not be held in the same week in which an inservice training session is scheduled
which would involve more than one-quaner of the personnel involved in a staff
meeting. Where it is necessary to hold a staff meeting in the same week in which
an inservice training session is scheduled involving more than one-quarter of the
personnel required to attend the staff meeting, the staff meeting will be limited to
one-half hour after the normal time of dismissal for pupils in that building.
Assilmment When Schools are Closed
(a) All Schools Closed
If the Superintendent determines that all schools in the District will be closed due
to an emergency situation, teaching staff are not required to repon to work on
these days.
(b) Fewer than All Schools Closed
Iffewer than all schools are closed, the Superintendent retains the authority to
reassign staff to buildings which are not closed. Staff reassigned shall not be
expected to perform substitute work, but may be assigned to perform the duties
such as curriculum development or other professional activities relating to the
employee's assignment.
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11.1
Oass Size llind Teac:her Lond
(fHIS SEC770N DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
(a) It is agreed that the CUlTent goals concerning class size and teacher load, as
contained in Appendix B, will continue to be goals until modified by mutual
consent between the Board of Education and the Union. However, it is mutually
agreed that these goals are advisory ancl not binding upon the Board.
(b) At the elementary school level, one-hal r (112) hour of teacher aide time per day
will be supplied for each child by which the enrollment in the teacher's class size
exceeds the aforementioned goals conoerning maximum class size, provided that
classes have been equalized in enrollmf:nt so as to reduce such excesses-over-
goal maximum to a minimum.
(c) At the secondary school level, one (1) full period ofassigned supervisory duty
per cycle shall be eliminated for each full block offive (5) students by which the
total teaching load exceeds one the one hundred fifty (150) pupil maximum. This
shall not relieve the District of the aforementioned agreement to attempt to
remain within the guidelines. <IHIS..SI:CTION DOES NOT APPLY TO
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MUSIC ART TECHNOLOGY AND HOME &
CAREERS)
ARTICLE 11
Emnlovee Evnluation nud Rec:ords
Teac:her Evnluntion (performance Evaluation Forms - Appendix H)
(8) llfiyred Teachers
All teachers will be evaluated annually.
(b) By observation every third year, with the procedure to be:
I. A pre-observation conference is held with the teacher by the evaluator.
2. Observation of teacher performs.nce on the job is done by the evaluator.
a. The evaluator will spend a minimum offony (40) minutes during
the observation time period.
b. A teacher will be observ,ed at least once during the school year of
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the observation! evaluation format.
3. A post-observation conference is held with the teacher by the evaluator.
a. The conference is to be scheduled within ten (10) days of the
observation unless unusual circumstances cause a reasonabfe
extension of time. I..
b. A wrinen repon is issued by the evaluator and signed by the
teacher indicating only that the repon has been reviewed.
c. A copy of the rcpon is given. to the teacher.
d. The teacher may anach a statement to the evaluation repon within
five (5) days of the post-observation conference.
4. A Summative Repon is issued by the end of the school year.
5. A Professional Growth Plan (pGP) is completed by each teacher and
submined to the building principal by June I of each school year. The
plan is to be used by the teacher and principal in planning the next
evaluation.
(c) By self-evaluation every second and third year of the cycle with the procedure to
be:
I. The self-evaluation instrument is completed by the teacher and given to
the evaluator by the date requested.
2. The self-evaluation is reviewed by the evaluator with written comments
anached. A conference will be held, if requested, by either the teacher or
the evaluator.
3. A Summative Repon will be issued relative to the self-evaluation.
4. A Professional Growth Plan (pGP) is completed by each teacher and
submitted to the building principal by June I of each school year. The
plan is to be used by the teacher and principal in planning the next
evaluation.
(d) Probationarv Teachers
All probationary teachers will be evaluated annually.
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(e) Evaluation for Teachinll Assistants and Iu1w:J
Teaching assistants and tutors shall be evaluated at least once annually using a
format designated by the Superintendent of Schools. The Superintendent will
seek input from the Union regarding the format to be used.
Emplovee Evaluation and Records
(a) Emplovee Personnel File
I. The District shall maintain one official employee personnel file for each
unit member. Such folder shall be kept in the Central Office.
2. File Contents: The District shall control the nature and content of each
employee's personnel file. Such file shall contain, but not be limited to,
the following:
a. Routine financial matters.
b. District generated materials as they relate to job performance of
an employee.
c. Employee responses, wh.:re specifically permitted. to materials
placed in the employee's file by the District.
d. Confidential materials normally related to hiring.
e. At no time shill I anonymous material appear in the file.
(c) Emplovee Review
Employees may review the contents of their personnel file (except for any
confidential information relating to hiring contained therein) upon written request
to the Personnel office. Such requests shalll be honored as soon thereafter as
possible, and only during normal business hours.
(d)
~l&..&igbu
Employees shall have the right to make a copy of the contents of their personnel
file (except for any confidential information related to hiring contained therein)
under the supervision of the Superintendent or his designee. Additional copies
can be made at the copy rate established by the Board of Education.
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11.4
(e) Re!iponses to EmDlovee Evaluation
Employees shall have the right to submit wrinen responses to any observation
repon. Such written responses must be received by the Superintendent or his
designee within ten (10) business days following the employee's receipt of the
observation repon. .Written responses submitted within this time frame shall be
attached to and made pan of the observation repon and placed in the employee's
personnel folder.
, .
;
Emnlone Discioline
(/"HIS SECnON DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
(a) No bargaining unit employee who has completed two (2) or more semesters of
consecutive employment in the Nonh Tonawanda City School District shall be
disciplined or discharged without just cause.
(b) Administrators shall not publicly reprimand or discipline a teacher.
(c) Employees who may be disciplined pursuant to this Section shall be permined to
have a Union representative accompany them at any meeting where such
disciplinary action may take place.
(d) Tenured personnel who elect to challenge any disciplinary action. including
discharge. by way of the grievance procedure in this Agreement shall be deemed
to have waived the right to challenge such disciplinary action pursuant to any
statutory procedure. which includes N.Y. Education Law Section 3020-a.
(e) for employees who select the 3020-a alternative, every etTon must be made to
expedite completion of the procedure.
Emnlovee Susnension
(THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
Employees having the benefit of just cause noted herein, who may be suspended. shall be
paid while on suspension in accordance with statutory and decisional law.
IIr
i
I
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ARTICLE 12
Textbooks and Rderen(~ Works
12.1 Textbook Selection
Textbook and classroom reference materials shall be selected according to the following
procedure:
(a) Recommendations for suitable textbooks and classroom reference materials shall
be made by committees elected by each depanment or grade level.
(b) The depanment or grade level, after careful consideration of the commiltee's
recommendations. shall make the final re<:ommendation regarding textbooks to
be used by the depanment or grade level. Such recommendations shall be
submitted to the Superintendent for transmittal to the Board of Education,
together with the Superintendent's recommendations.
ARTICLE 13
Teacher Protection & Student Discinline
13.1 The District continues in its commitment to promptly and systematically fulfill its legal
commitments for teacher protection and student di!;cipline. The following non-arbitrable
provisions reflect the District's commitment in this regard.
(a) Teacher Protection
Teachers must immediately repon to their principal, in writing, any and all
instances of assault and/or harassment experienced in connection with their
employment. Said repon shall be furnished to the Superintendent who shall
keep the teacher informed regarding any investigation and/or action taken. Any
action by the District must conform with the legal requirements of New York
State Education Law and the rules and regulations of the Commissioner of
Education. So long as it conforms with New York law, all possible eITons will
be made to distribute these students equitably among the available teachers. Any
teacher who believes that the distribution of these students has not been equitable
should make a timely appeal to the building Ildministrator who will then re-
examine the distribution and make every elTon to correct discrepancies. The
teacher and building administrator should understand that equity does not refer to
numbers alone, but takes into account the severity of the various educational
problems presented.
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(b) Parent Cooperation in Discioline
It is agreed that teachers have the right and the duty to enlist the cooperation of
parents in handling discipline problems. After consultation with the principal
involved, teachers may request parental attendance at a conference to be held
during school hours at the school at such time as the teacher is not scheduled for
instructional duties.
(c) Parent-Student Comolaints
I. Complaints received by an administrator ITom parents of a student or
from a student which are directed toward a teacher. and are of sufficiently
serious nature that could result in disciplinary action being taken against
the teacher, shall be submitted in writing with the specific complaint
stated and signed by the complainant. The teacher shall have the right to
challenge any disciplinary action pursuant to the just cause/Grievance-
Arbitration mechanisms of this Agreement.
2. Should any derogatory complaint. letter or repon be placed in the
teacher's personnel file, the teacher shall be permitted to make a written
statement of defense to be attached.
ARTICLE 14
Henlth And Dentnllnsurnnce
14.1 Health Covera2e
(a) The District shall provide to its full-time salaried stafT, except as noted in (c), (d) and
(e) below, health insurance benefits through the District's Self-Funded Plan as
defined in (b) below. In addition to this base coverage, the district shall provide
the following riders for those who have a need or are eligible:
Emergency and Outpatient EKG
Dependents to age 23
Lab and Pathology Exam
Psychiatric
Prescription Drug Rider with contraceptives at a $5.00 (generic drugs) and SIO.oo
(brand-name drugs) employee co-pay.
(b) The NTUT and the District agree that with the following commitments the base
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plan's coverage is equal to or better than Ithe Blue CrossIBlue Shield Plan in the
July I, 1996, through June 30, 1999, collective bargaining agreement:
1. There shall be no diminution of rights and benefits in the base plan
provided to employees and retiree!. as in the aforementioned Blue
CrossIBlue Shi.eldplan .
2. There shall be no increase in the co-pays for goods or services in the base
plan provided to employees and retirees as in the aforementioned Blue
CrossIBlue Shield plan.
3. The confidentiality of individual subscriber claims shall not be violated.
Specific individual claims data, reports or summaries shall not be released
by the plan administrator to any party without the wriuen consent of the
individual, insured employee or covered dependent except when necessary
for claims processing, dispute resolution or litigation.
4. Prior to November I" each year, the: District will cenify to the NTUT that
it has observed State Education Department and General Municipal Law
re(luirements related to the payment of claims and administration expenses
associated with a self-insured prognlm and has set aside appropriate
resources for such expenses.
s. The District agrees to offer the benel1ts currently mandated by the New
York State Insurance Law governing traditional indemnity group
insurance contracts issued in New York State, such as with the
aforementioned Blue CrossIBlue Shil:ld plan, and any benefit
enhancements as this law is amended.
The base plan's carrier will be Indepc:ndent Health.
Should costs of the base plan exceed Khatof the NOVA plan, the District
may provide coverage through the use: of an alternate carrier as per Anicle
14.5.
Claims disputes will be conducted by the procedure detailed in Appendix I
of the collective bargaining agreemenl:.
The base plan's carrier may be removc:d by the following procedure:
a. The NTUT and/or the District may call for termination of the
carrier and must demonstrate that the carrier has failed to
administer the plan appropriately.
b. After demonstrating the failure of the carrier to administer the
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b. After demonstrating the failure of the carrier to administer the
plan. the District and the NTUT will jointly attempt to resolve the
problem(s) that led to said failure.
c. Should the District and the NTUT fail to resolve said problems,
they will enter a good faith effon to jointly choose a new carrier.
The new carrier must offer a plan as referenced in the bargaining
unit agreement and do so within administrative costs acceptable to
the District.
d. The new carrier will take over the administration of the base health
plan following completion of the contract between the existing
carrier and the District.
(c) Teachin~ Assistants employed by the District prior to July I, 1996, who as
ofJanuary I, 1996 were enrolled with the base plan shall be grand fathered
to the extent that the District will continue with its contribution level to the
same extent as the teaching staff. Any Teaching Assistants who as of
1/1/96 or later were not enrolled in the base plan shall be limited to taking
one of the HMO's offered by the District as their health plan. The funding
for such HMO shall be at the same contribution level as the District pays
for the teaching staff. Any Teaching Assistant who elects a plan offered by
the District other than the HMO shall be obligated to pay the difference
between that HMO with the lowest premium cost and the cost of the non-
HMO plan selected by the Teaching Assistant.
(d) Any full-time Teaching Assistant enrolled in the base plan who opts into a
lower cost HMO upon execution of the Agreement will receive $100.00 to
be placed in the NTUT benefit trust in accordance with Miele 14.12.
(e) Tutors may participate in any district health insurance plan provided it is
at their own expense.
Maior Medical Covera2e
"Major Medical" shall mean the self-funded plan administered according to this
bargaining unit agreement. There will be no reimbursement for prescription co-pay
expenses.
14.3 Premium Payment
"
The District shall contribute 100% of the premium amounts for individual or family
coverage. (Exceptions see 14.1 (c) (d), (e) above.)
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For teachers hired into the bargaining unit on or after July I, 1996, the District will
pay 1000/0of the premium for any currently offered HMO up to that provided for the
base health insurance plan. Any employee who elects the plan offered by the District
other than an HMO shall pay the premium dif):erence for the plan selected. Should the
employee's chosen HMO become more costly than the base plan. the employee ~ill be
granted an opportunity to transfer into the base' plan, or any other HMO less costly
than the base plan. The District will make every elTon to insure the transfer will take
place as soon as possible.
14.4 Duolicate Health Covera2e
(a) AU members of the unit, hired after July I, 1988, shall have a maximum of one
family plnn health coverage per family. If the unit member is covered under a
spouse's insurance which provides coverage which is equal to or' bener than the
District's health coverage, then the unit member may not take health insurance
through the District and must take the waivl:r option.
(b) Where husband and wife arc both North TOl1awanda employees, only one (I)
family coverage with either a Waiver or a single plan may be selected.
14.5 Use of Alternate Carrier(s)
The District may provide health and/or major medical insurance coverage through an
alternate carrier, so long as said coverage is equal to or better than existing coverage.
14.6 Commencement and Termination of Healfh Covera2C
Employees who enroll for health insurance coverage on a timely basis shall receive
coverage beginning with the month in which emplt)yment commenced. Health
insurance coverage shall terminate in the month in which employment ceases.
14.7 Return from Child Rearin2 Leave
(THIS SECnON DOES NOT APPLY TO
TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
Employees who, pursuant to Aniele 9.9, submit a timely notice of intent to return in
September, upon request, shall be eligible for Distril:t-paid health insurance benefits
nom July 111preceding the employee's return.
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14.1 Continuation or Health Coverue When on UnDaid Leave
An employee on an approved leave may continue health insurance coverage, at hislher
own expense, for the duration of the leave. Employees electing coverage must make
arrangements with the Business Office for the timely payment of monthly premium
amounts. Implementation ofthis provision is contingent upon carrier agreement:
14.9 Plrt- Time EmDlovees
(n//S SEC110N DOES NOT APPLY TO
'lEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUJ'ORS)
Part-time employees who are eligible for healthlMajor Medical insurance benefits as
provided above, may elect coverage on a pro-rata basis. The employee shall be eligible
to pay, on a monthly basis, the difference between the pro-rata ponion paid by the
District, and the full cost of the plan(s).
14.10 HMO Covera2e
The District agrees to provide state approved HMO's (Health Care Plan, Independent
Health, and Community Blue) to eligible employees at a District contribution not to
exceed that provided for the base health insurance plan noted above. Prescription
employee co-pay for all HMO's will be $7.00
Should an employee's chosen HMO become more costly than the base plan, that
employee will be granted an opponunity to transfer into the base plan, or any other
HMO less costly than the base plan. The District will make every effon to insure the
transfer will take place as soon as possible.
14.11 Health Insurance Waiver
(a) Amounts
Individual
Family
$2S7
$6S0
(b) Us
The District and Union will agree on whether the waiver amount noted above, is
either in the form of (I )cash or (2)a non-taxable benefit in the form of a health-
related insurance reimbursement program.
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14.13
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(c) Implementation
The current method of implementation relating to dates and pro-rated amounts
shall continue.
(d) This section and the waiver noted herein shall be offered only to those employees
eligible for a 100 percent District funded ht:alth insurance plan.
14.12 NTUT Benefir Trust
(THIS SEC770N DOES NOTAPPLY TO
TUTORS)
(a) Effective July I, 1999, the District will contribute to the NTlIT Benefit Trust the
following amount for each full-time member of the bargaining unit:
1999-00
2000-0 I
2001-02
2002-03
S325 per member
S400 per member
S475 per member
S550 per member
Less than full-time employees will receive a pro-rata share.
(b) Contributions will be made in accordance with any applicable laws and IRS
regulations and, ifin compliance, will be distributed as follows:
SOOIo month of July
25% month of November
25% month of February
(c) A copy of the Trust's Annual Audit will be st:nt to the Assistant Superintendent
.
for Administrative Services within thiny (30) days of receipt from the auditor.
F1exible Benefit Plan
The District will continue a Flexible Benefit Plan in accordance with IRS Section 125.
The District shall select a plan administrator and will pay related administrative costs.
14.14 Teacher Retirement Incentive Plan'
(a) EIi&ihili1Y
Eligibility is limited to full time employees who are at least age 55 and eligible to
retire as a member o(the New York State Teachers retirement System without
penalty or are otherwise eligible to retire as a member of the New York State
Teachers Retirement System without penalty and who have at least five (5)
consecutive years o(full-time service in the Nonh Tonawanda City School
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District at the time of retirement.
(b) Minimum Number ofParticiDants
A minimum of eight (8) eligible employees must accept the incentive in order for
the plan to be implemented.
(c) First Year ElilZible Reauirement
To receive the incentive the employee must retire in hislher first vear of elilZibilitv
during the life of this contract.
(d) Local Vs State Incentive
This incentive is provided ~but not in addition to any New York State
Incentive that may be offered.
(e) Deadline For Submission
Eligible employees wishing to participate in this incentive must submit an
irrevocable letter of retirement to the Superintendent of Schools with an effective
date of no later than July 31 of the year of retirement. This retirement letter, for
the purpose of participation in this plan, must be submitted to the Superintendent
of Schools by 5:00 p. m. on April I of the year of retirement. For the 1999-2000
school year only, the date shall be April 4.
(f) Bmfi1
I. The District will continue to pay the monthly health insurance premium
to continue the employee's health insurance coverage in effect beginning
with the first day of the month following retirement from employment to
and including the month in which the employee reaches age 65.
2. At age 65, the retiree shall apply for Medicare and the district will pay a
percentage of the premium for the Medicare Supplemental Insurance
selected by the retiree from among those available to other retirees of the
district. The percentage of payment by the District shall be determined
by the number ofaccumulated sick days at the time of retirement divided
by 200 and convened to a percentage as examples in the formula
provided. The payment shall continue for the life of the retiree or hislher
surviving spouse upon death of the retiree.
n .. number of accumulated sick days
x
-= percentage used for calculation
nl200(100)
= x %
Examples:
so
,
IiI
.
II
~
tIi
15.1
15.1
15.3
15.4
16.1
2001200" 1.00(100)
- lOO'~
1801200
-
.9(100)
-
90%
1551200
-
.775(IOCI)'" 77.5%
(g) Sunset Provision
This section of Article 14 of this agreement belM'een the City School DistriCt of
the City ofNonh Tonawanda and the Nonh T(mawanda United Teachers shall
automatically expire on June 30, 2003 and will not continue beyond the term of
this agreement and shall not be applicable to any retirement whatsoever that may
occur after July 31. 2003.
ARTICLE 15
Conferences
For the term of this Agreement, conference anendance expenses (lodging, travel and
registration) will be fully paid by the District and with no loss of pay for those anending
the conference. Menl expenses shall be reimbursed up to a maximum 0($7.50
(breakfast), SIO.OO (lunch) and S15.00 (dinner) upon presentation ofan official, dated
receipt.
Teachers must submit conference requests to their immediate supervisor for
informational purposes. Final approval is subject to th>e discretion of the Superintendent.
The Board agrees to allocate a total sum ofs 10,000 for each school year in the District
Budget for teacher conferences. Monies not expended in each year shall be added to the
next year's monies but the available amount shall not e:(ceed S20,OOO in any given year.
Early release of students shall be approved for days in which teacher-administration
planned conferences have been approved by the Superintendent and the Board of
Education.
ARTICLE 16
SalAries And SAIArv RelAted Itel!!J
Graduate Credits
(THIS SEC170N DOES NOT APPLY TO
TF-ACHING ASSISTANTS OR TlffORS)
In order to receive credit for payment purposes, official transcripts must be received
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by the persoMel office no later than August 31 st.
(a) Newly earned graduate credits shall be recognized for payment purposes in
August each year.
(b)
(c)
All approved graduate or inservice credits shall be paid on a per credit basis.
In order to receive credit for payment purposes, official transcripts must be
received by the personnel office no later than August 31 st.
(d) Maximum credits allowed for payment purposes:
1. 90 credits beyond the Bachelors Degree for teachers employed prior to
July I, 1973;
2. Teachers currently capped at 60 credits beyond the Bachelors Degree, for
those teachers employed on and after July I, 1973, will be phased in to a
cap of 75 hours at the end of this agreement as follows:
a. In the first year of this agreement (1999-00) teachers capped at 60
hours will send all transcripts to the administration building for
processing and approval.
b. In year two (2) of this agreement (2000-01), the credit cap will be
raised to 66 hours.
c. In year three (3) of this agreement (2001-02) the credit cap will be
raised to 72 hours.
d. In year four (4) of this agreement (2002-03) the credit cap will be
75 hours. .
(e) Graduate credits which an employee expects to submit for pay purposes must be
approved, in advance and in writing, by the Superintendent or his designee. The
following credits, either granted from or credited by a regionally approved N.Y.S.
accredited institution will be approved:
1. Credits leading to a Masters Degree which are necessary for certification
purposes relating to the employee's current assignment.
2. Credits leading to a Doctorate Degree, where such degree has a direct
relationship to the employee's assignment.
3. Credits taken by an employee as recommended by the District as part of a
program for improved performance.
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16.3
16.4
August on a per diem basis, the annual salary shall be increased by
1/200th ofthat employees annual salary (ten (10) month salary inclusive
of any differential for psychologists, ten (10) month salary exclusive of
any differential for guidance counselors), but in no case shall the
recompense for per diem work in any month exceed JIIOth of the
employee's ten (10) month salary.
3. Other benefits which are available to employees or which may become
available during the duration of this Agreement shall be increased on a
pro rata basis for services rendered during July and August, if appropriate.
4. All 10 month employees, including guidance counselors will be paid in
22 ~r 26/27 checks with a balance paid by June 30. Per Diem work will
be paid in a pay period during which work is rendered.
(b) Guidance counselors and psychologists who work additional days beyond the
teacher year pursuant to Article 10;7 shall be paid at the per diem rate.
Mode orPavment or Salaries
(a) Ten (10) month employees may elect to spread their annual salaries over a twelve
(12) month period as follows: Each payday beginning with the first pay in
September, the employee's gross salary will be 1/26th or 1/27th of his gross
annual salary, depending on whether the salary schedule for twelve (12) month
employees for that year includes 26 or 27 pay days. On June 30, all employees
will receive an amount owing to them in order to make the amount of gross salary
for the year equal to the amount of gross contract salary for the year. This plan of
salary payment shall be optional, but once an employee has selected this plan of
payment, he may not change to the regular salary plan during the year.
The option selected will automatically renew each year unless employee changes
the option by written notice to the payroll department.
(b) Employee paychecks will be paid through direct deposit into the employee's
established account at the financial institution of the employee's choice.
Salaries ror Service on Summer School Faculties. SnonsonhiD or Co-Curricular
Activities. Service in the Athletic Proeram and Other Collateral Duties
(a) For the term of this Agreement, the salary schedule for Summer School faculties,
sponsorships of co-curricular activities, service in the athletic program, and other
collateral duties shall be as contained in Appendix D (Sponing Activities) and E
(Non-Coaching Activities) of this Agreement.
(b) All salary schedules having steps shall automatically provide for year-for-year
step increases for teachers as service is rendered in the special area.
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(c) These salaries shall be taxed at the minimum federal and state requirements.
16.5 Pavroll Deduction!!
(aL. Voluntary payroll d~uction shall be provided for VOTE/COPE. Payments shall
be forwarded to Nonh Tonawanda United Teacher's Treasurer.
(b) NYSUT MEMBER BENEFITS
The District agrees to deduct NYSUT Member Benefits Payments in each year
of this Agreement, pursuant to the following procedure:
Procedure: NYSUT Member Benefits deductions shall comply with the
following criteria:
1. The District will deduct NYSUT Member Benefits
Payments in the amount designated by the employee,
from the salaries of employees who voluntarily execute
an NYSUT Member Benefits Plan Deduction Form.
2. The manner, employ(:e notification and transmittal
procedure shall confclrm with that procedure used for
tax sheltered annuity deductions.
3. Following the submi:ision of the NYSUT Member
Benefits Deduction f'orm, employees shall be
permiued to change their deduction amount no more
than once each schoo.1 year.
4. The Union shall inform the District of the address of the
NYSUT Benefit TNSI.
(c) Save Harmless
Any disputes which may arise between the Di!itrict and the Union with respect to
this Aniele shall be resolved through the grievance procedure herein. As to any
disputes between the District and any employee or employees or third parties, the
Union shall defend and save the District harmless against any and all claims,
suits, or other forms ofJiability that shall or milY arise by reason ofaction taleen
or not taleen by the District to comply with the terms of this Aniele or in reliance
on a cenification issued by the Union.
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16.6 Placement/Advancement on Salary Schedule
(I1l/S SEC110N DOES NOT APPLY TO TUTORS)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Placement.
1. Full-Time Emolovees: Full-time employees whose service's begin after
the opening of school in September shall receive one (I) year credit for
purposes of placement in the salary schedule, if their service in that year
equals ninety-three (93) days or more. Employees whose services begin
after the first day of the second semester shall remain on the same step for
the Collowing year, unless credited with accumulated days as a part-time
employee as noted below.
2. Part-Time EmDlovees: Part-time service shall accumulate year-by-year
during the regular school year only. Kindergarten service for one-half
day shall require two (2) years service or major portion thereof for one (I)
year aedit. Secondary teaching of three-fifths or more service in one
year shall equal advancement to the next higher step.
Advancement
1. Advancement through the salary schedule shall be on a year-to-year basis
with all steps automatic. If negotiations have not been completed by
August 30, 2003, members of the bargaining unit will be advanced one
step on the salary schedule if a step is available. .
2. Part-time teachers who have completed more than ninety-three (93) total
cumulative teaching days following the last increase in the salary step
shall be advanced to the next higher step at the beginning of a new school
year.
3. Full-time employees on Step 2 I of Appendix C-I shall receive an
experience stipend of$2000 per year. Less than full-time employees
will receive a pro-rata share. This stipend will be paid in accordance
with the employee's payment distribution schedule.
Militarv Service Credit
Employees who, prior to June 30, 1990, received military service credit for salary
schedule placeJ:l1ent shall be grandfathered.
Masterv TeacJing StiD~nd
Employees who have reached the top step of the salary schedule, and who have
completed the District required stafT development of the preceding year u
defined in section 10. I (b), will receive a mastery teaching stipend oCthe
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following amounts:
.
1999-2000 $661
2000-2001 $692
2001-2002 $72S
2002-2003 . $760
16.1 ~
Salaries, as determined by salary schedules, shall be sc:t fort~ as follows:
ADDendix C:l: Teaching staff excluding teachi ng assistants and tutors.
Appendix C::2: Teaching assistants and tutors.
16.8 Retroactlvitv
The terms of Article 16 of this agreement plus, Article 8.8 and Appendices C-I
(Salary Schedule), C-2 (Salary Schedule for Teaching Assistants andTutors), (D), (E),
and any other section involving monetary amountswill be retroactive to July I, 1999.
ARTICLE 17
Reoroduction of A2reement
17.1 It is agreed that copies of this Agreement have been reproduced by the Board of
Education and suffic:ient copies will be furnished to thl: President of the North
Tonawanda United Teachers so that the North Tonawimda United Teachers may furnish
an individual copy to each member of the negotiating unit and have twenty (20)
additional copies for Union office use.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands. this tjb day of May 2000,
executinS this Agreement in lieu of any other agreemems which may have heretofore been wrinen,
spoken or implied between the parties for the period July I, 1999, to June 30, 2003.
FOR:
THE CITY SCHOOL DISTRlCI' OF
THE CITY OF NORm TONAWANDA,
NEW YORK
~
TOE NORm TONAWANDA
UNITED TEACHERS
~
~/ ,e~_President
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APPENDIX A
tlQRDi.TONAWANDA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTICE
OF .
INTENT TO TAKE PERSONAL LEA VE DAY
NAME
BUll-DING GRADEIDEPT.
I intend to use a Personal Leave Dayan . My siunature below certifies that use of
such day is intended to accomplish urgent personal business which cannot be transacted except
during work hours on the school day noted above.
Signature
Date
RECEIVED BY:
Administrator
Date:
------...-...------------------
FOR CENTRAL OFFICE USE ONLY
o Approved Date
o Denied Date
REASON
Administrator
GOALS
Class Size and Teacher Load
ELE~ARYSCHOOLS
Total Registration No. of Enrollment
for Grade Level
~.l!!!!u...
26 to 50 2 up to 25
5 I to 75 3 17to 25
76 to 100 4 19to 25
101 to 125 5 20 to 25
~bw1Ir
28 to 54 2 up to 18 up to 27
55 to 81 3 18to 27
82 to 108 4 20 to 27
109 to 136 5 21 to 27
28 to 54 2 up to 27
55 to 81 3 18to 27
82 to 108 4 20 to 27
109to 136 5 21 to 27
APPENDIX B
(11IIS APPENDIX DOES NOT APPLY TO TEACHING ASSISTANTS OR TUTORS)
Kinder'2arten
Maximum 25
!!m!!tl
Plan provides for
one small section
of slow starters
in each school
Maximum 27
Grades 1 -6
Maximum 27
SPECIAL SUBJECTS
Phvsical Education
Assignment of persoMel required to provide two physical education classes of not less than
20 minutes, each week, in primary grades, 1-3; and 30 minutes of instruction time in addition
to time required for dressing and showering in intermediate grades, 4.6.
Vocal Music.
Maximum 35 units per teacher/week. Schools of the size of Spruce and Ohio would have a
full-time person to meet each primary class once and intermediate class twice each week,
plus chorus or other vocal group (2).
'RcOcas Board oCEducation Revision as oC 1985.
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AD-
Each classroom counts as one unit. Maximum 25 units per teacher/week. Schools the size
of Spruce and Ohio would have a full-time person to meet each class approximately one
hour per week.
Instmmmtil Music.
.
Maximum 18 units per teacher/week. Computation to be based upon the following formula:
1 unit for each section of Grade 4 (Flutophone clus)
2 units for band andlor orchestra per school
1 unit for each 15 projected instrumental students
Coverage would be maintained at about the present level.
-In Music and Art. the number of positions required are to be
rounded o1l'to the nearest number of full-time positions, unless
the uactional need can be divided with the secondary department
in some practical fashion.
In computations for vocal music units, MR (Educable), Ell and Grades 1-3 classes will each
count as I unit; intermediate classes 4-6 will count as 2 units because they are to receive
more instructional time I)er week.
Ubrnian.
One full-time librarian for each elementary school of more than 12 operating classrooms.
Smaller schools, if any, 10 have shared services.
Educable MR aASSeS
Primary (age 7-9) up to 12 pupils.
Intermediate (age 10-13) up to 15 pupils.
Tnlnable MR aasses (X)
Maximum ofB per class.
EducationAl RehabilitAtion (>-.1
Maximum of9 per class.
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Academic Oasses. Re2ents and Honors Sections
Average 27 pupils; maximum 3S pupils; maximum teacher load I SO pupils.
Academic OAsses. BASic Sections
Average 20 pupils; maximum 25 pupils; maximum teacher load 125 pupils.
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Industrial Arts aasses
Maximum 18 pupils.
Trade and Technical aRsses -'Shoo Classes) (X)
Maximum 18 pupils.
Trade and Techniul aasses -lPractiul Nuninl!) (X)
Classroom Instruction. 20 to 27; up to 10 pupils per instructor in nursing skills.
Oa..room Business Counes
Average 27 pupils; maximum 3S pupils; maximum teacher load I SO pupils.
Business Machine Business Counes
Average 24 pupils; maximum 30 pupils depending on number of work slalions available.
aalSes for Mentallv HandicRooed Children
Maximum 18 pupils.
Core aRSSeS (X)
Maximum 20 pupils.
PhvsicRI Education aalles
Average 3S pupils; maximum SO pupils.
Art Classes
Average 22 pupils; maximum 30 pupils.
Mechanical Drawinl!
Average 22 pupils; maximum 26 pupils.
Homemakinl!
Average 20 pupils; maximum 2S pupils for lab courses.
Librarians
One for every 1000 pupils or major fraction thereof; one clerical assistant for every librarian.
Driver Education 00'
100 students per teacher per year.
Secretarial Practice
Average 2S pupils; maximum 30 pupils.
Vocational-Industrial Coooerative Traininl!
2S pupils.
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Educational Rehabilitation (X)
Maximum 12 pupils.
pupn.. PERSONNEL SERVIC'ES
Guidance Counselon
One guidance counselor for each 300 pupils in secondary schools, including head guidance
counselors even though head guidance counselors may have little or no counseling load.
Nune- Teachen (X)
1.2 half days of service for every 100 pupils of enrollment: or fraction thereof.
Psvcholo2ists
One psychologist for every 2500 pupils or major fraction uhereof.
Dental RV2iene Teachen (X)
One dental hygiene teacher for every 4000 pupils in public and private schools, or major
fraction thereof.
SDtech Correction Teachen
One speech correction teacher for every 2500 pupils or mfljor fraction thereof.
(X) No classes of this description authorized or operated by the Board of Education on the
effective date of this contract.
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APPENDIX C-I
TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULES
.. .;:,;,r;';STEP3:'?JtH)Ji,'('1999~2000>'
1 31811
2 32704
3 33340
4 33563
5 35153
6 36903
7 38335
8 40021
9 41675
10 43266
11 44856
12 46447
13 48292
14 49787
15 51537
16 53064
17 55196
18 57582
19 60349
20 63658
21 64839
MAJPH. D.
GRAD HRS
1527
89.08
., 200~2001 .
32608
33521
34173
34401
36032
37825
39293
41021
42716
44347
45977
47608
49499
51032
52825
54390
56575
59020
61857
65249
66509
1565
91.30
64
, 2001-2002
33423
34359
35027
35261
36932
38711
40275
42046
43784
45455
47126
48798
50736
52307
54145
55750
57989
60496
63403
66879
68222
1604
93.58
2002-2003
34259
35218
35903
36143
37856
39740
41282
43098
44879
46592
48305
50018
52005
53615
55500
57144
59439
62009
64989
68552
69978
1644
95.93
~*r~W~W1STEP~M!t;~~~; fg;if&:t999~2000'~W\;~ ~iX\:200();2001 ~:(:~:~~(:";~.<':tOOI-2002 2002-2003
1 16560 16974 17398 17833
2 17670 18111 18564 19028
3 18199 18654 19120 19598
4 18746 19215 19695 20187
5 20485 20997 21521 22059
APPENDIX C-2
TEACHING ASSISTANTS SALARY SCHEDULE
A SallI)' schedule for teaching assistants shall be as follows:
-Teaching assistants shall be placed on the step which
corresponds to the years of continuous service with the
District.
B. Salary schedule for tutors shaJl be as follows:
1999-2000 S25.05/hour
2000-2001 S25.68/hour
2001-2002 S26.32lhour
2002-2003 S26.98/hour
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APPENDIX D
EXTRACUAJUCULARSCBEDULES
FOR SPORTING EVENTS
A Salary Comoutations
Salaries for each year of this agreement are computed by multiplying the index
figure by $2S,048 - 1999-2000
$2S,674
-
2000-2001
526,316
-
2001-2002
$26,974
- 2002-2003
B. Experience Credit
I. Experience Outside North Tonawanda
Any new coach coming from outside the Nonh Tonawanda School System
will receive year-far-year credit for up to four (4) years of coaching.
However, to qualify for such credit, he/she must have served as a salaried
coach in the same spon, at the same or higher level (i.e. freshman, junior
varsity or varsity competition). If there is a break in such "outside"
service, the teacher then loses one year of the maximum offour (4) years
credited service for each interim year in which there was no outside
coaching service.
2. Experience Credit Inside North Tonawanda
New coaches who transfer from one sport to a new sport within the North
Tonawanda School District will receive year-far-year credit for up to four
(4) years of coaching. Such service cannot be transferred to a coaching
position in a new. sport if the employee also retains the coaching position
in which the experience credit was earned. But if the coach had also
previously acquired Nonh Tonawanda coaching experience in the new
spon, the employee will retain the full experience credit which had
previously been earned, subject to deduction of one year for each interim
year in which the employee did not coach at all in the district.
.- new meaning new to the current employment status of the employee
3. Coaches will remain on each step for two years before proceeding to the
next step.,
~4.
If a coach of a span in Nonh Tonawanda retires from active teaching
employment with the district but applies to continue in the same Nonh
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Position I II III IV V
Varsity Head Coach .13 .14 .IS .16 .17
Junior Varsity .08 .09 .10 .11 .12
Freshman .07 .08 .09 .10 .11
Modified .06 .07 .08 .09 .10
Position I II III IV V
Varsity Head Coach .10 .11 .12 .n .14
Junior Varsity Head Coach .07 .08 .09 .10 .11
Freshman Head Coach .06 .07 .08 .09 .10
Modified Head Coach .OS .06 .07 .01J .09
Position I II III IV V
Varsity Head Coach .18 .19 .20 .21 .22
Varsity Assistant .12 .13 .14 .1:S .16
Junior Varsity Head Coach .10 .11 .12 .n .14
Junior Varsity Assistant .06 .07 .08 .09 .10
Freshman Head Coach .06 .07 .08 .09 .10
Freshman Assistant .OS .06 .07 .08 .09
Modified Head Coach .os .06 .07 .08 .09
Modified Assistant .04 .OS .06 .07 .08
Tonawanda coaching position during retirement, that coach will continue
to be given the same consideration for 8 coaching vacancy in that span in
the years following retirement just as though the coach was in active
employment with the district. If the retiree is not appointed in any year
after retirement, the preference accorded by this clause will cease. _
c. Couhinl! SteD -Schedules
1. Schedule A: Swimming. Wrestling, Basketball
2. Schedule B: Baseball, Softball, Track, Volleyball, Soccer
3. Schedule C Football
4. Schedule D: Golf. Cross Country, Indoor Track, Bowling, Tennis
Position~~
HeadCoach ~Q:JJIJ
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Position I II III IV V
Varsitv
.09 .10 .11 .12 .13
Junior Varsity
.07 .08 .09 .10 .11
Freshman
.06 .07 .08 .09 .10
S. Schedule E: Cheerleading Advisors.
6. Schedule f:
.Not classified as coaches but schedule appears here for convenience
Position
Mana er
Spons facility Manager
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1999-2000
GrouP Activity %
e . .' ~iw.w~tH~1t!:t:.~~W
A Extra CurricuJarTreasurerHS 12
A MediaTechnicianHS 12
A Student Council HS 12
A Yearbook Northstar HS 12
B AdvancedPlacementHS 10
B ComDUterOub HS 10
B Drama ClubHS 10
B Junior ClassHS 10
B Marchini Band HS 10
B National Honor Societ}. HS 10
B NewmaDel' Horizon HS 10
B SIDD HS 10
B Science OlvrnDiad HS 10
B SeniorClass(2) HS 10
B TdccommunicationsHS 10
C Camera Oub HS ,
C Chess Oub HS ,
C Choros Cub HS ,
C Debate Oub HS ,
C Foreim Lan2WI2eClubHS ,
C Jazz EnsembleHS ,
C Outdoor Awareness HS ,
C School Store HS ,
C Soohomore Class HS ,
D American Field Service HS )
D Amnesty HS )
D Color Guard HS )
D Distributive Ed Club of America HS )
D Freshman Class HS J
D Future Business Leaden of Am. HS )
1999-2000
Group Activity %
D Lwnberiazz 3
D Model UN )
D NT Scholastic Bowl )
D Orchestra Club )
D Performance Ensemble )
D Symphonic Winds )
t*-_W;¥' :~MlDDLE:SCHOOtS!:},WN$3t~;tWf ~tlWN4WW
B ActivitiesTreasurerMS 10
B NewspaperMS 10
8 Student Council MS 10
C Photoll'3phyMS ,
D Assembly Coordinator MS J
D Drama ClubMS J
D Home&;Careers Oub MS J
D Honor SocietyMS )
D Jazz EnsembleMS J
D SchoolSiore MS )
E Great Club MS U
E JuniorLibrarianMS U
E RecyclinaClub MS U
E TelecommunicationsMS U
i~~l\\t~::~R;~n :'ELEMENTARY£}@i.W~W(%n%HHtM~~ :J~~~$f.~ltj~~
E Odysseyof Ihe Mind ELEM U
APPENDIX E
EXTRACURRICULAR SALAJfUES
I'OR NON-COACHING ACTIVITIES
2002: Salarv ComDUtation
Salaries for each year oftbis Agreement are computed by multiplying the percentage figure
listed by the appropriate base figure noted below:
1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003
$26,S79
$27,244
$27,92S
$28,623
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2000-2003
GrOUD Activity %
:~~~tt~~!Jittn~~: tJO .:~j:~:~Mt1tit~~fiW~t.n)~#L ::Ntt?)?.h
A Extra CurricularTreasurerHS 12
A Media Tcchnician HS 12
A Student CouncilHS 12
A YeaJbook NorthsrDl' HS 12
B Drama Cub (2) HS 10
B Junior Class HS 10
B National Honor SocictvHS 10
B NewsoaDCl' Horizon HS 10
B SADD HS 10
B Senior Class (2) HS 10
C AdvancedPlacement HS S
C Camera Club HS S
C Chess Club HS S
C Chams Club HS S
C Computer Club HS S
C Debate Club HS S
C Forcim Lan2WI2C lubHS S
C Freshman Class HS S
C Marchinx Band HS S
C Outdoor AwarenessHS S
C School Store HS S
C Scicna: Olympiad Club HS S
C SoDbomorcClass HS S
C TclcconununicationsHS S
D American Field ServiceHs 3
D Amncstv HS 3
D Color Guard HS 3
D DistributiveEd Club of AmericaHS 3
D Future BusillCS5Leaden of Am. HS 3
D Jazz EnsembleHS 3
D Lwnbcriazz HS 3
D Model United Nations HS 3
D NT ScholasticBowl HS 3
D OrchcstrnClub HS 3
D PerformanceEnsembleHS 3
D Svmohonic Winds HS 3
2000-2003
Group Activity %
.M~W%~fN~~:t~ :MIDDLE'SCHOOLS:'iF::'t:.:,~:;,: '~':,; ).;;(1~"
B Activities Treasurer MS 10
B Newspaper MS 10
B Student Council MS 10
C Honor Socictv MS 5
D Assembly Coordi"'1tor MS J
D Drama Club MS J
D Home &;Careers Club MS J
D Jazz Ensemble MS J
D PhoIoll3phv MS J
D School Store MS J
E Great Club MS I.S
E Junior Librarian MS 1.5
E Recvclina Club MS I.S
E Tdcconununications MS I.S
*\tM~ftM\;~ iElEMBNTARYi~h~Wi!JMMtWM%'im'J.i;:1 >mwtf"~~
E Odysseyortbe MindELEM I.S
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APPENDIX F
HEALTH INSURANCE WAIVER AGIREEMENT
1 ,employee of the City School District of the City of North Tonawanda. do hereby
agree to waive my contract right to Health Insurance (Blue Shic:ld contract, Libeny Mutual Major
Medical contract, and all related riders including Prescription Drug), which is an employment
benefit because I am currently covered by adequate health insurance through my spouse or other
family member. In exchange for waiving the right to such coverage for the entire year, the School
District will pay directly to me an amount ofS650 for the Family Plan waiver, and $257.00 for the
Individual Plan waiver. Prorated payments will be made according to the schedule outlined below.
I understand that I may elect at any time during the year to reinstate my health insurance coverage.
Such coverage will then be provided within ten (10) days of wril1en notification to the District. If I
drop health insurance by June 21 and do not reinstate it for the rc:st of the school year, 1 will receive
$325 in January and $325 in June (SI28.50 for the Individual Plan). If! drop health insurance by
September 20 and do not reinstate it for the rest of the school year, I will receive S162.50 in January
and $325.00 in June. Ifl drop health insurance by December 20, and do not reinstate it for the rest
of the school year,l will receive $325.00 in June. Ifl drop health insurance by March 20 and do not
reinstate it fortbe rest of the school year,l will receive S162.50 in June.
Date:
Employee Signature
WITNESS
Accepted on behalf of the Board of Education
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APPENDIX G
NORm TONAWANDA CIn' SCHOOL DISTRICT
and
NORm TONAWANDA UNITED TEACHERS
-
Omcial Grievance Form -
INSTRUCTIONS:
(1) To Employee (Grievant):
Please indicate in the space provided:
(a)
(b)
(c)
the nature of the dispute (be concise), and
the specific Article(s) and Section(s) of the contract alleged to have been
violated.
The remedy or correction requested.
Make two (2) copies of the original form:
Retain one (1) copy for yourself
Forward one (1) copy to the NTUT grievance chair
Forward the original to your immediate supervisor.
(2) To Immediate Supervisor:
Please respond to this grievance in the area provided.
Make three (3) copies of the original completed form:
. Retain one (1) for your file
Forward one (1) copy to the NTlTT grievance chair
Forward one (1) copy to the Grievant
Forward the original to the Director of Personnel.
(3) To Superintendent:
Please respond to this grievance in the area provided.
Make three (3) copies of the original completed form:
Retain one (I) copy for your files
Forward one (I) copy to the Nl11T grievance chair
Forward one (1) copy to Director of Personnel.
Upon notice from the NTlTT to proceed to the Board of Education, please forward the
original to the designee of the Board of Education.
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-Cover Sheet-
NORm TONAWANDA CITY SCBOO:L DISTRICT
and
NORTH TONA WANDA UNITED n:ACHERS
-
Official Grievance Form -.
Grievance No. Date
Grievant
NIUJ' Representative Filing Form
STATE FACTS ONLY
(You may use an extra sheet, if necessary)
Nature of Complaint
Specific Anicle(s)/Section(s) AJleged Violated
Remedy Requested
Employee's Signature
Immediate Supervisor's Response (Step I)
Date
Signature
Superintendent's Response (Step 2)
Date
Superintendent of Schools
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Board of Education Responses (Step 3)
Date
Board Representative
Disposition of Grievance
(A) SETTLE]!)
State TermslNature of Settlement
District NTUT
Date Date
(!II) _ REFERRED TO ARBITRATION
1. Date
2. Attach letter of Arbitration Authority
3. Scheduled for Arbitration:
Date
Arbitrator
4. Award:
Date
Summary
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Once Every 3raYear
I
FORMATIVE STAGE:
Pre-observation conference
with evaluator
"Observaiion;Eviiiiiiion""""" "
. Minimum of one
observation
(40 minute minimum)
Post-observation
ConferencelNarrative
........ ....... .............. .... .............
. Within 5-10 school
days
. Repon signed by
teacher indicating
reviewonly
. Teacher may attach
statement within S
school days after
conference
SUMMA TlVE STAGE:
Summative
Evaluation/conference
"Profess"io;lii "Growiti"pia;;""
as related to NT
Summative Criteria
developed and submitted
in duplicate to
administrator on or before
June .11,
FOR.MATIVE STAGE:
Pre-observation activities
w/evaluator
Observation/E valuation
. Minimum of 3
observations
.- by Nov 30
2nd by Jan 30
3nt by Mar 30
(40 minute minimum)
Post-Observation
Conference Narrative
......................................
. Within 5-10 school
days
. Repon signed by
teacher indicating
reviewonly
. Teacher may attach
statement within 5 days
after conference
SUMMATIVE STAGE:
Summative
eva luat ion/conference
PROFESSIONAL
GROWTH PLAN
STAGE:
Professional Growth Plan
[PGP] conference with
evaluator
PGP as related to NT
Summative Criteria
developed and submitted
in duplicate to
administrator on or before
June111.
NORm TONAWANDA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Appendix H
DIAGRAMA TIC FORM FOR TEACHE:R EV ALVA TION
TENURED TEACHERS
SELF-EVALUATION
STAGE:
Self evaluation instrument
completed by teacher and
acknowledged by
administrator
PROFESSIONAL
GROWTH STAGE
PGP as related to NT
Criteria developed and
submitted in duplicate by
Nov III
.
Co~(erence" hei(i if.."........
requested by either
evaluator or teacher
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] PRODA TIONARYTEACHERS
.For use dunng next school
year.
EVALUATION PROCESS - GUIDELINES
The following procedures are basic minimums to assist in carrying out the teacher evaluation
process and insure some consistency in implementation.
CATEGORY 1- Tenured Teachers (Evaluation year is once every three years for third of staff)
I. Anecdotal Records - example: script notes, observation notes are not part of the
persoMel file and should be destroyed once the evaluation is written. Script taking
and rigorous notes during an observation are the basis for the narrative. Written
narrative of the observation (one) is placed in the teacher" permanent personnel file.
Legal document can be used in any kind of personnel hearing.
NOTE: For ALL Teachers
-
Tenured and Probationary
Administrators should indicate underneath the signature that the teacher may attach a
written statement within five days. in addition to the statement that the signature
indicates this report has been read and discussed. It does not necessarily express
agreement with its contents and in addition there should be a xc to the personnel file.
Principals will attach this postscript to all narrative reports.
2. Under the current guidelines for probationary as well as tenured teacher, conferencing
and narratives should be completed within five to ten days of the scheduled
observation. This maximizes the effect of feedback and insures a timely transition
where changes need to occur. Teacher will be given copies of the narrative.
3. A blue cover sheet must be signed and attached to the summative evaluation in a
teacher's personnel folder. If the staff member refuses to sign the cover sheet, a
witness should be called in. Teacher may have five school days for rebuttal. Send
rebuttal to principal and xc to personnel file.
4. Self-evaluation form completed by staff member prior to the pre-observation
conference. If there are any specifics an administrator is looking for in an
observation, it should be made known during the pre-observation conference.
S. The professional growth plan is developed by the teacher and submitted after the
post-observation conference.
6. All observations should be a minimum of forty minutes. Observations for Support
Staff should be a minimum of thirty minutes.
CATEGORY 11- Tenured Teaters (second and third year)
1. A self-evaluation form should be completed by the staff member prior to November
I. Principal will be informed but does NOT need to see or have a copy.
2. A professional growth plan should be reviewed and signed for ONE small, attainable
goal.
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3. Professional growth plan completed, reviewed an~1signed by June I.
CATEGOR.Y m
-
Probationary Teachers
I. A self-evaluation fonn is completed prior to the first observation.
2. There will be three observations each year completed by Nov. 30, Jan. 30 and Mar.
30. Each observation should be a minimum of 40 minutes. Support StafT observation
should be a minimum of 30 minutes.
3. Pre-observation conference should be held indicating any specifics administrator is
looking for during observation.
4. Observations should be written up in a narrative form and discussed with the teacher.
Narratives and post-conferencing should be completed within five days of scheduled
observation. Report signed by teacher indicating review only. Teacher may attach
statement within 5 to 10 school days after conference.
S. The three narratives form the basis for the summalive evaluation and should be
attached with a signed blue cover sheet. Once again a witness should be brought in
should the stafTmember refuse to sign the summative evaluation. Teacher has 5
school days for rebuttal. Send xc to Personnel and NTUT.
6. Once the summative evaluation has been completed and a conference held, the stafT
member will prepare a professional growth plan and submit it to be discussed with the
administrator by June I.
7. During the tenure year, the building principal will conduct at least three observations
in a given year with the Assistant Superintendent'!i observation being a fourth.
NOTES:
I. Itinerant teachers will be evaluated by administrator in "home" based school.
2. Separate evaluation instruments have been developed for special services
teachers including psychologists, social workers, speech therapists and
guidance counselors. These teachers may be observed by building principal
as well as district administrators.
3. Copies ofall summative evaluations are sent to the Office of the Assistant
Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction.
4. Teacher needs to acknowledge that self-evaluation form has been completed
but no signature required.
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,
I 1.'2
NORTH TONAWANDA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT;
'.nonn.l
JOHN H. OIOIlOIE. IEd.D.
Sup.rin,.nd.n' 0' School.
CALVIN ,. DIEYIEIIMOND.IECI.O.
'en' 5u"."n'.ftCI.n, '0'Curric,",,- .nd
'n""'Clion
SUMMA TIVE
TEACHER PERFORMANCE REPORT
Teacher
Status: Tenure _Probationary
Date of Repon
Pan-time
Building
Evaluator[s]
Assignment
RebuttalAttached: Yes No
Self Evaluation: Completed _,_,_
Reviewed with Evaluator _,_,_
SUMMARYQf CONTACTS
(Formal clUllOOmobservatioD, pre or post observatioDcoafereoce. iDformaJ,ctc.l
Date Type of Contact Duration .[min.]
Teacher Signature/Date
pnmary Evaluator Signature/Date
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SI,NJlUIW IndlCGIa ,MI ,IW r«porf Iuu
".."
mIIlll1lll dUCUlIt4.
"
dDa MlIlftWUIJriIy I:Zprul Q,n~tfllfII wi,,. iu COII'~IIII.
OBSERVATION FORM .Sampl~
Evaluatee:
Evaluator:
Building:
Subject:
Date:
Objectives:
Bilblilbb:
SuggestiOD':
Summary:
Area. or CODcern:
CJ The Teacher Motivates Students.
CJThe Teacher Communicates Effectively with Students.
[J The Teacher Provides Students with Specific Evaluation Feedback.
[J The Teacher Displays I Thorough Knowledge ofCurric:ulum and Subject Matter.
[J The Teacher Provides Opportunities for Individual DitTa-enees.
[J The Teacher Sets High Expectations for Student Achievement.
[J The Teacher Plans for and Makes Effective Use of Tim I; Materials and Resources.
[J The Teacher Sets High Standards for Student Behavior.
CJ The Teacher Demonstrates Awareness of the Needs of Students.
[J The Teacher Demonstrates Sensitivity in Relating to Shadents.
CJThe Teacher Demonstrates Employee Responsibilities.
[J The Teacher Demonstrates a Willingness to Keep Currll:ulum and Instructional Practices Current.
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Teacher Name
SchoollDept. Diie
NORm TONA WANDA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
TEACHER PERFORMANCE REPORT
................................................................
I. THE TEACHER MOTIVATES STIJDENTS.
o
Standud)
nc tacHr dart)' .0ttY.tn In additionto mcctin. dIcIlIndard,
'hlde.as 10pcrf_ ,ula'cd the c.cachtrmotlvlICllNdcnIJto
cub .ccordl.. to IlItir .bllilln. achievcbeyondprnioul performance
levell.
VOID WAS:
. ApproprillC
-
JlllpproprilllC
The ICICIIct dilluadca audtnas
&om pcr1111111iq accordiq to
dicit abililiu.
1bt c.cadltr iIIconaislCnd)'
requires arudmIs 10pcrf_
_lIIin. to their abilities.
Not observed
DESCRIPTORS.
Communiwcs chaJlenlina scholastic expectations 10 llUdenu
Responds politively 10 llUdcnu
Stimulates studenu by cboosinl proper materiaJsllld lechniques
Gives (ccdbadt 10 studenu
Uses methods 10 Stimulate creative expression
Slimuilles crealive dlinkina
Promotes active panicipllion durin, die lessons.
COMMENTS
o
................................................................
2. THE TEACHER COMMUNICATES EFFECnVEL Y WITH STUDENTS.
. Standud) 4
NOI observcd Communications Ii'om the
IC8dIcr an: rrcCj1lCllII)'
unclear.
CommuniCllionlI'rorn dIc
c.cadltr an: USIIIII}' dear. bill
StUdenIInput Is nor cncourlled.
Co k.IIo.. fro. Ille
Itlcller .re clt.r.
VOID WAS:
-
Appropri8IC
. InapproprlllC
In addilion to mcctina the IIIndard.
dIc ICIChtr Is eXV'CIIICI)' Ikillrul
in Ulina. varietyof_1C8IJGn
techniques.
DESCRIPTORS
Speaks cleu-Iy
PuIS ideas across 10,icaJly
Uses a variety of verballlld nonverbal techniques
Pnises. elicilS. IIId rcsponds to student questions before proceedina
Gives clear, explicit directions
Ulilius probin. ICchniques
Provides stnIC:lUrina commenlS which clarify die usb IIId help die
lesson proceed smoothly.
COMMENTS
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o1.......................
3. TIlE TEACHER PROVIDES STUDENTS WJ11I SPECmC EVALUATIVE FEEDBACK.
SI88daN
J2 4
nr r ....
...8EL. ~ nc 1I8dI~ Ii- 80 C¥8IIIIIi'fiD 111,tada iDaIIliaaIIIJbdIIdt. 11_ alla8ift rCIIdb8cL
III ldditdllO 1IICIIIiD.dlt 8llldan1
Iktaldl~ 1i-.,aIIe ~\T
rCllldbl* by ..nllyafIOdlDIQUCIa.vom WAS:
.............
.........
DESCRJPrORS
Oiwa wri1b:D CIIIIIIIIaIII, u .u u poiIa cw tIXII'CS
Rctums kilt I'CIIIIII U quietly u paaiblo
Mates oppcrtIIDiticI far CIIIIC-CO-cIDCcaarcraICCI
AdmiDiJ&cn diIIrict~ critcriOlHd"CIaICCId tcsII,
lIIdIar II8Dd8dized leal
AlipalSll:Sllllr:llt wilb c:Ia.troam iDsIruc:tiCID
IDtapreII tell rau!tI to ItUIk:ms IllS pIraI1I.
COMMENTS
~.....................
4. TIlE TEACHER. DISPLAYS A rnOROUGH KNOWLEDGH OF CURRICULUM AND
SUBJECT MAITEIl
o
SllIIclard
3 4
11I8 11C1tdilllily.
at
aniaaIaI8 88d 1Ullj0ll 11181r.
~ oII8Y8d
VOID WAS:
. ApprapriIII
.1D., ,n.u
1118tlldl. mCllllliUit!y
"
. ,. In8dditiantitmaII8I.lhe8llldIrd.
4i!ll1a". tb-eJI b_ledac bewWp ... thetadlo .und.CIaIcpia
orcurilll!ualmd8IbjIcI_. ..,.. __. lIUIIar,cl.iwillailiauclau"'.
DESCRIPTORS
Desipala die puIJICIIe of tile tapIc ar ICd,Uy
Relala IpCICiflc IDpica ar ICtiYilies to caataIIlua
Ex)II.aiDs topiCl or actiYiticl iD CCIII1I:Xt
Uses ~ eumples IIId i1huInIioa8
TCIICbcs ICCUrIIC IIId up.eo.dItc iDrlll1Dl1ioa
Identities Ihe IUbIIct or d::iIb IhIt Ire carmiaI rc.- ec:camplishina
die iDJIrudiaaII Obja:tiYe(I) ~ die ICS'ICID.
COMMENTS
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o................................................................
S. TIlE TEACHER PROVIDES OPPORl1JNtTIES FOR INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES.
Saa.d.,cI]
..~ The I&IdIcrdaa IlOlprovicII
for Ihc Indjyidull dilrCI'aICICI.
The I&IChcr Inlmlliaenlly
pwovidcs ror indiyldual
dilremICCS.
ne teldlef pr Idn lor
IldiY1d1ll1dilfcmlen.
In lIddilion 10 mcctillJ the l\lnd»~.
Ihc ICICIItr dilplosn .lIIdcntlelm,n,
.tyle. U1d proY!dcllnanmian eccord,nJI~VOID WAS:
.Appropr\8IC
. lupproprillC
DESCRIPTORS COMMENTS
Uses knowledle of indiYidual students to dcsip cdUCl!ional expcrienea
Paces leamin,acc:ordin, to students' mastery
0' c:ontentProvides exira help and enrichment activities
Presents subject matter which is appropriate
'or abilities and
interests 0' stUdentsProvide. muhimodaJ instnaction to accommodate a variety o'leamini styles
Uses school and community rcsourc:es to lain knowlcdle and uncIcrs1andin,
0' studentsImplements Individualized Educational ProIf8ll'S [IEP.) 1$ required
o
................................................................
6. THE TEACHER SETS HIGH EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT.
Standard]
Not ob.erved The teacher docs nollel hiah
expecwions for Rudenl
ac:hievemcnL
The acechcr inconsistcndy
ICtI hl.h expcc:wionJ for
student ac:hicvcmcnt.
Tile lelcller Hb 11..11
espeetilloni for studell
Ichleve.cIl
In lIddilion 10mcctIna !he lIIndard,
the teacher ICb hip expecwlonl for
Silldeni Ichieyement rc.ardlcu of
dUlllzc.
VOID WAS:
-
Approprille
-
Inlppropr18IC
DESCRJPTORS
Establishes expec:talions for Students based on a level
0' Jltills
acquisition appropriate to their ability level
Uses conc:rete, firsthand in'ormalion aboul Students
Requirc:s sludents to meet the prerequisites for promotion
Promoles personal ,OIl senin,
COMMENTS
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9............................................
7. THE TEACHER PLANS FOR. AND MAKES EFFECTIVE USE OF TIME. MA TEJUALS
AND RESOURCES.
o 2
I.......J ..
*
oa d 1b8 11d___
..--.
11I818cM~
-
ti8I. IDd
_..~.
,., r 11Iet...III..cnai''t¥ill
.. __~. ..iDltiaMIyIIII ftbIDd~dr ,.VOIDWAI:
....-
.~
DESCRIPTORS
Uses IUJIPICIIII:II1IIy DIIII:riaJs dl'ecUftJy
Blalds IIIIIaiab IIId ftSIIII'CIa IIDOCIChIyinto IIICSIIIID
<nata mataial81D Vole
Idcnlifias aYlilablo ftIIIIIII'DCI to ..
COMMENTS
m o.....................
8. THE TEACHER SETS IDOIl ST ANDAR.DS FOR STUDEN1r BEHAVIOR.
o
Stl18dard
J ..
N« DIIIawd 1b8l8d1w doCIIDIIIII bI_
_dInta
'ar Wlniar.
VOID WAI:
. ApprapriU
. 1zuppnIpriII.
1betadlcr 181111&'1_dudI ,., lt8cW.eII _II In.ddlLillllo1llelQJ11b III.
'ar IIDdmtWIniGr .. 188dI.,.-. aatl-aaacaL8ami ,.
DESCRJPI'ORS
Muqa dilCiJiiDeproblcmJ ill 8IXICII'd8Dcewid!
IdministMift rqu1IIiau.1CbooI boIrd policies.
8Idlepl~
Estabtishc:a md dc:arty CCIIIIIDunicatCI pII1II!ICICn (ar
audI:m clamoom bcbaYiar
Promotes 1dt1ti1Ciplme
Mmqes clisnqlti9C bcbl1'iar CGIIItrUCtiftly
DaDans1ratl:S Caimeu IIId CGIIIistaIcy ill Ibc bmdJiq
o( IIUdt:ut poobJau
COMMENTS
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................................................................
9. THE TEACHER DEMONSTRATES AWARENESS OF THE NEEDS OF STUDENTS.
o
S...dnd]
The 8UdIcr incGnIislcndy
dcmansInIn IW_U of
Ihc ncab 01 JIIIdcnU.
Th lae~er II I..rt .1 ~I
.tIIb 01 .l1Idt.a.
In lIddilion 10 mrrtina lIIe IIWI~d.
11M:tradlrr proviclc:s oppoRWIilirs
for Ihc ciUllo undenllnd
indi,'iduaJ maellll! IIRds.
NOI observed The IUdlcr llnoc hUll 01
11M: needs of 1IIIcIcnU.
VOID WAS;
. Appropri8l&
. Inapproprillc
DESCRJPTORS
Shows IWImaCSS or needs IIId ability 10 deal willi
exceptional students
Shows sensitivity 10 physical developmenl or students
Is Iware or special health needs or students
Recopizcs IIId deals properly with substance 8buK
by students
COMMENTS
................................................................
10. THE TEACHER DEMONSTRATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS.
o
Shndlrd]
The teacher docs nol show
ICnsillvjty in rell1inllo
stuclcnts.
The IeKhcr inconslslCndy
shows scnshivily in reluinl
10 Sludc:nu.
T~c Irle~cr elC.OI.lrllll
lIasldvlty II reliliallo
IlIlIaelelli.
In addition 10 mcctin& !he ltIIIdud.
11M:teacher willinaly provides ca....
lime lor individuals.
NOI observed
VOID WAS:
. A ppropri8l&
. InlppRlpri8l&
DESCRIPTORS
Is readily Ivailable to students
Acknowledaes the nahts or others to hold difTerina views
or values
Gives criticism which is constructive. praise which is
approprilte
Makes III elTon to know each student IS III individual
Uses discretion in handlina confidcntial inlonnltion IIId
difficult SiNltions
Is a willinalistener
Communicates with students sympathetically. ICcuratcly.
IIId with undcrstandina
COMMENTS
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n......................
II. THE TEACHER DEMONSTRATES EMPLOYEE RESPONSmD..l11ES.
..........
J2 4o
11Ie18dNr __. 18d8nbip ill
arpIIiaIiauIl1IpCIIUibililia.....
vomWAI:
.~
.~
TlltUldMr doe_1IIIIJI
~~
TIlt !adair W*IaaIIy'"
to be naIiDd8d to tlaUID
1IiIiIia
n. 11'li8liiiiL - -
DESCRIPJ'ORS
RapaDd8 8J'II'GIIriateI to pIrCIII8I-
II puIICftIIJ
Pnmdes IriCUII8e dII8 CDdie ICbaoI. 8I'CII,ad dillriQ
81requestedfar~ JIUI'PC*I
CGmpIet.el dWel8CCW8Idy ad p1IIIIpIJy
CoUabamiaa.caopcntr:Iwith.-aa. 8dmiDUIraton
ad Ipp'OIIriate IIJIIPCftpcnaIIDCIill \be beJt iataata
ordle ItUdaD
COMMENTS
~ ~.....................
12. TIlE TEACHER DEMONSTRATES A wn..LINGNESS TO JKE.EPCUlUUCULUM AND
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT.
o
SllIdard
3 4
~ 8dditiaato "",.,,,,, IL8IdIfd.
th ,..ua;,.. ..
a8riadllllllDd iD8nMIIaeI
rcwicw..d dndap88
Net obecmId
vom WAS:
.AppnIpiu
.buppraprWe
1\8&8.. _ CIfticIdaIII
_dlf1I~
fI'dic8
-
obeoIeI&
111.ta.. nIucsnJy_
__ CIIIriaaIuaIDd
iunacIi8II pnc&i_.
TIle8I8C.._ ctIn'IIII
.. .......
DESCRJPTORS
P8rticipCc8 ill curriculum .mew, mmm lIIdIor
cIcft1opman8J 1diri1ic8
AdapII DeWIadIiD& pKtices II they lie WidlIed by
rac8dl1IId u tbI:yprapcrIyIppIyto die~
model or ICbooIIc:8DiDa (or \be acbool arpniutioa
CcdbUy aJipII tile tuDctioaa.J clasoam curriculum...t
_till the JCbooI OI)IDizIIim
'.
curric:uJum auide IDd
tile SWe CICIIII'8or It\Idy
COMMENTS
8S
Once Everv 3,a Year
I
FORMA TIVE STAGE:
Pre-observation conference
with evaluator
.
ObseNaiioniE"~ai~atio.n..".."
. Minimum of one
observation
(30 minute minimum)
Post-observation
Conference/Narrative
..-............................. ..... ............
. Within 5-10 school
days
. Report signed by
support stafT indicating
reviewonly
. Support statT may
auach statement within
5 school days after
conference
SUMMATIVE STAGE:
Summative
Evaluation/conference
.
Profess"ionai "Ciro"-M"h"P"lai,"""
as related to NT
Summative Criteria
developed and submitted
in duplicate to
administrator on or before
June I",
FORMA TI\'E STAGE:
Pre-observation activities
w/evaluator
ObservationIE valuation
. Minimum of 3
observations
1&1by No\' 30
2ndby Jan 30
3,d by Mar 30
(30 minute minimum)
Post-Observation
Conference Narrative
.......................................
. Within 5-10 school
days
. Report signed by
support statT indicating
reviewonly
. Support statTmay
attach statement within
5 days after conference
SUMMATIVE STAGE:
Summative
eva luat ion/con ference
PROFESSIONAL
GROWTH PLAN
STAGE:
Professional GroWth Plan
[PGP} conference with
evaluator
PGP as related to NT
Summative Criteria
developed and submitted
in duplicate to
administrator on or before
June 101.
NORTH TON AWANDA CITY SCHOOL DISTRlCT
Appendix H
SUPPORT STAFF EVALUATION PROCESS
TENURED SUPPORT STAFF
SELF-EVALUATION
STAGE:
Self evaluation instrument
completed by support stafT
and acknowledged by
administrator
PROFESSIONAL
GROWTH STAGE
PGP as related to NT
Criteria developed and
submitted in duplicate by
NovI"
.
Confirence' heici "if" "."..
requested by either
evaluator or su ort statT
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PRODA TIONARY
SUPPORT STAFF
-For use during next school
"car.
Name
SchoollDept. Dlte
NORTH TONAWANDA CITY SCHOI:>l DISTRICT
SUPPORT STAFF PERFORMANCE REPORT
SOCIAL WORKER
u ~....................
1. DEMONSTRATES PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH OrnER SUPPORT AND
INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL.
I 2
Doe. II1II meal llallllard H...sa iqlrove_1II llandard Eaceed. llandard
DESCIUPTORS
. Worb In coilaboralioD ",1Ih ICbooI col188J1N' and e"lIe)' pe-'
. SIll kI DIIlubla. and method. .'1111other IUJlpact and
inaINctIo...1 perMftDIl
. Utilize. ,pproprial8 communicalion ok.iU.
. AcIa II , liallOll bdw88n p''''III. child. communil)' proreuio...b
.nd IChooI peno_1
.
,"",kI.. I8cllnlcal ,ui..nce rOt ...aoIvilll prablaDli ",bllin ....
IChaoi enviroamelll
COMMEHn
........................................................
2. DEMONSTRATES EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES.
I 2 3
Doe. iIat_.. ..nderd H.ed.
"'"
rovemelll Mee.. ..nderd bend. ..ndard
DESCRIPTORS
. Domonatn18. epproprl'l8 ellpee..I;ona ror aelr and OI/\en
. PrqII"'1 and conduc.. 8lUdelll ._umenll
. M...;... 811emeielll <Wort I""irollmelll
. ProvIde.I~I \0 buildin, .dminillnlon Ind Pro,nm Se",ie..
M'III,., on ae",lee delivery\0 llUdellll
. MI..ill8 Keun" neord. .nd eubmi.. NporII in . limeI)' __r
. aelpOnd. 10pI...1III1eoneel'lll
. II punctu.1
. el. ,cllpl"icip8lu in CSE Ind SST mUlin,1
COMMEHn
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3. SUPPORTS SCHOOL PROGRAM, POLICIES AND REGULATIONS.
I 2 J
.
Doe. DOl_ I18ftdanS Need. iqIrc",.__ MUll IIIndanS weed. IIIndanS
DESCRJPTORS
. Allanda 8J'prapria18 -.ua,.
. Pafticipa... ill dM devllap__ Ind ..,,18w or acbool
polici.. Ind 1IOn8
. SlnvII 10 ..., iIIronne' nSi'" nlev8111poIicie.
end n...I.1io1ll
. Adh.n. 10 lulhoriu' poIicie. .nd Iiolll
COMMENTS
........................................................
4. ENGAGES IN PROFESSIONAL GROwrH ACTIVITIES.
I 2 J
Doe. flOC
mel' ..ndanS Nuda iqIrovl""_ Meelllllnd.nI Elccc', IIInd.nI
DESCIUFTORS
I PlnicipllCI In 118" 'evllopmcat .cli"ili8.
I Parlicip.ll. ill pro.nm nvi.., .nd nviaioa
I P.rlicip in buildi",'.illncl.wid. commi.....
COMMENTS
88
~....................
S. PROVIDES APPROVED MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES TO STUDENTS AND
THEIR F AMJLI£S.
I
Eacccd8 reiDoe.8111_ reI N884biqI............
DJ!SOJPTOU
. Ic b ..-tiltbdInIor
. COIIducIl,rima" _0ftd8" p 1IIioapro,n_
. Pwovlde. IndlYldll8l. IfOUP IJId crilil coun81lm,
. ,.. c aDd_ta. ..r 1810,1InIide.,.nciu
. COIIducIl healllla and_ill biltorie.
rOl' llllde... alld r.min...
M_ ..Ddtrd
COMMEK11
........................................................
6. PROVIDES TRAINING AND SUPERVISION TO UNIVERSITY INTERNS, COMMUNITY
VOLUNTEERS AND DISTRICTS PARTICIPATING IN RE;GIONAL CENTER.
I 2 J
Eacwl. ..IIdarelDoe. na& ata..reI Need. imp e......
DESCRIPTORS
. Prvvill.. -JOilll clinical MlpeMai_ 10 atucI....
. ...rronna wriuen naJual!ona ODllUde.. promu a. pe'
Univanity ",idaline.
. Facl1i1ala. admininratlY8 a.,.clI ..,arelia, i...mtlvoluntun.
I...
"'C',
acbccJule.
. o.velop. Pl'Oln- alld COftlUIIiwilb Rc,iollli C , ICboola
Meell 11811d.reI
COMMENTS
89
Name
School/Dept. Date
NORTH TONAWANDA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUPPORT STAFF PERFORMANCE REPORT
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR
........................................................
1. DEMONSTRATES PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER SUPPORT
AND INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL.
I 2
Do.. IlOlmcllll8nd.,., Need. iqllOV.1III1II M..II 1IInd8,., £ac.ed. 111M.,.,
DESCIlIFTORS
I Worb in colllboniioa willi IChoot
col"'JU8' 8nd .,.nc, 1'8.-1
I ShI id mallri.I.. .nd melllod. willi oIh8r
"ppo" .nd
i_Ilona! p.nollll8l
I Uliliu. Ipproprilll communic'lion UiU.
I ACII... l18i_ belWeen III. p "'. child. communi., plUrutiontl.
8nd IChooi p.nollll8l
I Proyidu 18chniCiI .uilllnc. ror ...101vm, probl'lDI wilhin III.
IChooi .nyirorunelll
COMMENTS
.. a .........
2. DEMONSTRATES EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES.
I 2 3
DOli no( mell I18nd.,., Nlld. implUY.1DI1II M 1IInd8rc1 Exceed. I18nd.,.,
DESCRIPTORS
I DelllOl\ll..lu .ppropri... IXP'Cllliono for ..If .nd oIh8n
I Pnp and conduCIi 8Iudlnt
.Ulume'"
I M.inI8ino.n .fficiant work Inyil'OlUMnI
I Provide. inpullo buildina adminillnlora 8nd Pro,nm Sirvica.
M.ne,,, on Mrvice deliy.., 10 INd....
I M.inllino .ccunll ...conI. .nd ..bmill nporI8 in . limel, mallll8r
I RClpOM' 10 p.nnlll concerno
I II punclu.1
I CUI mane,a"p.nicip.'" in CSE .nd/or SST mellinal
COMMENTS
90
........................................................
3. SUPPORTS SCHOOL PROGRAM. POUCIES AND RI~ULAnONS.
I 2 J .
Don ... _ IIaDdant N"'~III w.u II8D48nI Eac...s. IIaDdant
j
.
DESCaIPTORS
. AhDd8 1pp1qlrW8
--..
. 1'IdIc1p~ uJd of doaI
poIiclaend...~
. SIItftaIII.., .., ...pntm, poIicle.
ud ...JUIaIIc-
. AdbcI'88 lIIevlhoriud poIIcle. UId ...",1aIIona
COtACDm
........................................................
4. ENGAGES IN PROFESSIONAL GROwrn ACTIVrnES.
J 2 J
£acced. ..adardDon II1IImea ..adard N_II
"'"_111 "'CCII ..adard
DESCUI'TORS
. ..nlcip Ia ..rr Ioplllllll wIYilia.
. ..lIic:ip Ia pntfftm ...view end .."i.ioa
. ..nlclp Ia bulldm,/diltricl.wicIa commiaa..
COMMENTS
91
........................................................
S. PROVIDES GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING SERVICES TO ASSIGNED STUDENTS
I 2 J 4
Da8. IIG8_ llandanl
...--.
M_ ....... ~ IIUIdud
DESCItJPI'ORJ
. eau-Ia _ IIIdICad88Iic,lab....
. AlIi..188CM8_........
. 1Wwidea willicoII8,.,_ , ... IIIICUo8r
._ cuniculu 8C\iYilia
. PIau iDdiYWuaJ KWuIiq
. ,.".,ida. c..-dia8lio8 or achaaI IClldlIIIic: Klivilia.
COtoOCEHn
........................................................
6. FUNCTIONS AS A RESOURCE AND CONSULTANT TO PARENTS, TEACHERS,
ADMINISTRATORS, AGENCIES AND OTIIER SUPPORT STAFF.
I 2 J 4
Doc. DOl_ llandanl ...-- M_ IlaDdenl EacIC4a llandanl
DESCRJPTORS
. 111(...8I-riak"l1li
. M.t.. nr.ml.
. 18itia18.pan.. c_t IIIdc~ -w.,a .1IQtfpan....
atwIe... IIId acltoal ..II'
COMMENTS
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Name
SChoollDept. Date
NORTH TONAWANDA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUPPORT STAFF PERFORMANCE REPORT
SPEECH THERAPIST
.........................................................
1. DEMONSTRATES PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS wrm OTIlER SUPPORT AND
INSTRUcnONAL PEItSONNEL.
I 2
Doa DOl_ ..1Id8rd
N'"
iIIIpIuve_aI M8da...... Ezcceda ..ndll'll
COMMEIft'IDESCRJPI'OU
a Worb IDcollabonlioa willi ~01 collcapc. lad alCllC' pc.-s
a Shlnl Idau. IIIIII8riab. lad _dlocb willi ocher 8IppOIt .nd
iDelcUo.l pc..-I
a UIiIJza.approprbla c__.1108 atiIIa
. AcIau aliai_ b8twMDdI8p8ft,1II.child. coaununil, pl'llf.uioaab
~ IChoaIpc-a
. Provide. I8cbnlcll aai8IuIce few neolvln, pt'Oblaw wiIIWI ilia
IChooi .lIYlnIam8a1
........................................................
2. DEMONSTRATES EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES.
I 2 J
Doa. DOl l1l88I IIIndard Nwt. imprvv.lII8a1 w- ..1Id8rd EzcI84e ..adel'll
I.
DESCUPTOU
a 0 appropriall
'111*..11<_ few _If lad achan
a Prep.n. and conducll lIIIdcal ._"l1lil1li
. M.lnl8iJII.D .mell.. wort .lIYitoamaal
. Provide.
111"1'10 buildi", admiN.r.1On .nd PI'ornm Sctvicc.
M.NlICr 011_",ic. delivery 10 IIDIdRIIII
. M.inlaiJII .ccunll ncantl .nd ..brill.. nporll in . limel, maMlr
a R.apond. 10 p.nlllli cOClCcma
. bpunclull
a C.. mau'u/p.rticip in CSE .ndlewSST 1III01i",.
COMMEHTS
i
I'
93
........................................................
3. SUPPORTS SCHOOL PROGRAM, POLICIES AND REGULA nONS.
I 2 3
Doe. _ _I ..nd8rd Need. iqlrov._.. M.e.. rd E&ceed. -.nd8rd
DESCIlIPTORS
. AIIclIdeeppraprie.. -.iDa.
. Panicip ill ilia devdap__ 8Dd 01IdIooI
policia. and nl"latioll8
. SlriVII 10 .., iDlonD84In,lrdi.., nle_ poiicie.
and nl"latioll8
. Adhen. 10 IUIJIoriz.cd policiel and nl"lalioao
COMMENTS
........................................................
4. ENGAGES IN PROFESSIONAL GROWI'H ACTIVITIES.
I 2 3
Doel IIDCmael ..neI.rd Nudl iqlrov.me.. M rd E&cacda rd
DESC1UPTORS
. Panicip in
"
dcvolop_ .clivitia.
. Plnicip,"" ill pro,nm I'IVMW and I'Iviaioa
. Plnicip in bvildi.."dietricl-w!d8 cOlllllliaec.
COMMENTS
94
II
'I
........................................................
S. PROVIDES INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP THERAPY FOR REGULAR AND SPECIAL
EDUCA nON S'IUDENTS.
I
Eu...s. IWIdard
Don ... ..a1Wldard
....-
I
:I
DESCaIPfOIS
. o.v.aa, ~ III_ .........
.bIn8cta III
a Ibcnp,
. Feclu.-..-~, inotwemeaI.
---
"'1IIenpaIdoprac...
. FormuJa"'~~. pIa.ad
abjlclive. far
.-. au,u... dlaorden
M_ .......
c:O E.,1'I
0 ".....................
6. WRITES REPORTS, KEEPS RECORDS AND ADMINISTERS STUDENT SCREENING
AND DIAGNOSTIC EV ALUA nONS.
I 2
£XC... IWIdard
Doe... _ IWIdard N'" ""_111
DESCUPTORS
. U.. ac , I8cbnlqu.. udlor 1uiN_1lll1O Ioclll
18__ 01IpCCCh..",Ie..
. s.1cctadIa.-Ic toob 10__ Ip88cllllallpl.. cli-*n
.
""'I'I1II --. data lad I'"Ir...loalll ab..",atIona 10
1IIIcIe1lll.pll8lllllad plOr I..tl
. Dnalop.
a.- piau wIIicII...fleel,0118lad abjlCli"..
M_ -.adeN
COMMENTS
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Name
School/Dept. Date
NORTH TONAWANDA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUPPORT STAFF PERFORMANCE REPORT
PSYCHOLOGIST
........................................................
1. DEMONSTRATES PROFESSIONAL RELA TlONSIDPS WITH OTHER SUPPORT AND
INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL.
1 2
0088 lOt _ 1WIdan! N88d8 iqllon...111 Mull II8IIdanI Eucecb Mandan!
DESCRJPTORS
. Worb iD coUabontioa willllCbooi coUeape. .ad ...ac, ,._1
. Shan. id 1n118ri8b, .nd ~ willi OIbcr IIIppclfl .nd
inIINcu-l,.-'
. Utilize. eppropriel8 _1Iic.1io8 IkJUa
. ACII II . aw- bdwaD \be 1'8_. claiJcl.cOllllllUJlil, plVIe.u-b
and IChool p'~.
. Provid.. IIchnlc.. .uilllac. ror I'llOIyu., pnlllleme wilhia ilia
IChooJ IDviro_1II
coa.o.cENTI
........................................................
2. DEMONSTRATES EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBlLmES.
. 2 J
Doc. 0lIl _llIIndani Ncede ..rovl...111 totCCII Mandan! Eulld......
DESCIUPTORS
. DcIllOftlll'lll. .pproprilll IIpICI8Iioa8 ror
.1'
end odIan
. Prep.re..adcondUCII 1__aII
. tot.illline 10
""lCiaDl wort .lIYiroamclll
. Provid.. ~UIIO buildi", ...mioilln end Propam Servic..
MIN,.r em.me. dcliy." 10
""'aII
. MliaI8ineICcurel8ruonl. Ind IUblllillrcpOIUill . lilllll, r
. RlliIOnclo10pI.-nIIl cOlIC_me ,
. Iepunclll8l I
. el. mall8'.oIp.nicip in esa .nd SST
+-U""
COMMENTS
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II
........................................................
3. SUPPORTS SCHOOL PROGRAM, POUCIES AND REGULATIONS.
I 2 J
Eacte4a IWIdardDoa .. IWIdard NN4a !qt__111
DESCIJPTOU
. A888d811pp1Gpri118
~
. Ie... animrI8w01dooI
poIicla ... rqulatlo8
. sum. ID.., 181 ..prdiaa poUd..
... ~
. AohIu ID 8UIItcIrtzM poIIciea and ..JUIId-
Mecu ~
eot.OWlI1
........................................................
4. ENGAGES IN PROFESSr.ONAL GROWI'H Acnvrnes:.
I 2 J
EacICdI ..nd8rdDoll .. IIIIIt IWIdartl N 111"''''''_111
DESCUPTOIS
. Palllcipl181 18 ..rr cl8Y8Iop_lIIlCtivitiel
. Palllcipa181 18 pl'OJftllll'lV1Iw and IIYiIioa
. Palllcipatal 18 bulldinaldillricl-w1c18 cocnmilll"
N_ llladard
COMMEmI
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S. EVALUATES STUDENTS AND PREPARES REPORTS BASED ON INFORMATIONIDATA
OBTAINED.
I
........................................................
I
I
I
I
Doc. DIll_ IWIdani Ncc4. iqJrov._aI MCCIIIWIdanI Eu88dl1Wldanl
DESCRJPrORJ
. AdapI8
-
8Y8IuaIio8,18CtIcu u .., eN ¥aIidcIcctII, .._II
. C"",,,_lbanIup _ eoqmhcaci¥. 8¥8IuaIIoa8
. InItrpl'Cl8tc. cIctcaDd_te. __DdaIiOftlIO _ben.
adlllinillnlOn. p _ 8IUdcau
. WriIc."porte which IDcIuda ..lillie.. iAIonDatioa 10 ¥alidatc
aDd .ui. ia axplaini", obtciD8d ..illite
COMNEKrI "I
. I
:1
.:! I
.1
I
........................................................
6. FUNCTIONS AS A RESOURCE AND CONSULTANT TO STAFF MEMBERS AND
STUDENTS.
I
Doc. DIll meet IIcndani Nead. iqlrov.mcal MCCII lleDdaNI Eu..d. IWIdanI
I
'j
II
I
I
i
I
-I
I
I
DESCRJPTORS
. Priariliz.. IIVdcaInccd.lhraup _~1ioa8 10..II' mcmban
. Van Ipprcpriatc e_ltcliaa .tillo
. PnMda. e... faUow1p
. S.rve. ill eria. or ._,..nc, liaaaliolll
COMMENTS
98
T -
I. CRITERIA: ISIISummlttvlFOr8)
~I
II.PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN OBJECTIVEII)
To:
I
I
I
I
III. PROCEDURES/ACTIVITIES: How?
I
I
I
IV. APPRAISEECO""ENTS:Inc1ud.tndicltors V. APPRAISERCO""ENTS:
or methodsfor"Iluring Ichievement
of professtonl1growthp1Inls).
-
Appni.... appxaiau.
Dat.. Dat..
T.acher N81118 ".va...d 9/92
IChool/D.p~. D.~.
NORTH TONA W ANnA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
PROFESSIONAL GRO'W771 PLAN
WHITI:: ADMINIS'T'L\ TOR c~.uYI racWtsssoNAL DtIPLOYIE PlNIt: PUSONND.
1. MOTIVATES STUDENTS NA 0 I 2 3 4
a. Communicates challenging scholastic expectations to
students
b. Responds positively to students
c. Stimulates students by choosing proper materials and
techniques
d. Gives feedback to students
e. Uses methods to stimulate creative expression
f. Uses methods to stimulate creative thinking
g. Promotes active participation during the lessons.
2. COMMUNICATES EFFECTIVELY WITH STUDENTS NA 0 I 2 3 4
a. Speaks clearly
b. Puts ideas across logically
c. Uses a variety of verbal and non-verbal techniques
d. Praises, elicits, and responds to student questions before
proceedinR
e. Gives clear, explicit directions
f. Urilizes probing techniques
g. Provides structuring comments which clarify the tasks and
help the lesson proceed smooth'"
"~I,
, I
II
Nonh Tonawanda City School District
DIAGNOSIS OF CURRENT PERFORMANCE
'This inventory form is designed to be used as an independent diagnostic tool to determine the status of
current performance.
AREAS OF STRENGlH ARE INDICATED BY
AREAS OF ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE
AREAS NEEDING IMPROVEMENT
AREAS NEEDING CONSIDERABLE IMPROVEMENT
UNABLE TO ASSESS
NOT APPLICABLE
4 .'
3
,
I
o
N/A
This form contains for four major performance areas identified in the Teacher Performance Repon as wcll
as the research-based descriptors.
I. PRODUCTIVE TEACHING TECHNIQUES
100
3. PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATIVE NA 0 I 2 :3 '.. \
FEEDBACK
a. Gives wrinen comments, as well as points or scores
b. Returns tests results as quickly as possible
c. Makes opponunities for one-ta-one conferences
d, Administers district-constructed, criterion-referencl:d
tests and/or standardized tests
e. Interprets test resu Its to students and parents
4. DISPLAYS A rnOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF NA 0 I 2 3 4
CURRICULUM AND SUBJECT MAITER
a. Designates the purpose of the topic or activity
b. Relates specific topics or acti\'ities to content area
c. Explains topics or activities in context
d, Uses appropriate examples and illustrations
e. Teaches accurate and up-ta-date information
r. Identifies the subset of skills that are essential for
accomDlishinR the instructional obiectives of the lesson
,s. PROVJDES OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL NA 0 I 2 3 4
DIFFERENCES
a. Uses knowledge ofindi\'idual students to design education:\1
eXDeriences
b. Paces learning accor'ding to students' mastery of content
c, Provides extra help and enrichment activities
d. Presents subject matter which is appropriate for abilities and
interests of students
e, Provides multimodal instruction to accommodate a variet\.
of leamina st\'les
f, Uses school and comn1unity resources to gain knowledge
and understanding of students
g. Implements Individualized Educ3tional Programs (lEPs) as
required
:/I,!,
iI
i
101
6. SETS HIGH EXPECT ATJON FOR STUDENT NA 0 I 2 3 4
ACHIEVEMENT ,
a. Establishes expectation for studenls based on a level of ski lis
aCQuisition aoorooriate to their abilin' level
b. Uses concrete, firsthand information about students
c. Requires students to meet the prerequisites for promotion
d. Promotes personal goal sening
7. PLANS FOR AND MAKES EFFECTIVE USE OF TIME, NA 0 I 2 3 ..
MATERJALS AND RESOURCES
a. Uses supplementary materials effecli\'ely
b. Blend materials and resources smoolh'" into a lesson
c. Creates materials to use
d. Identifies available resources to use
8. SETS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STUDENT BEHA VIOR NA 0 I 2 3 4
a. Manages discipline problems in accordance with
administrative regulations, school board policies. and legal
requirements
b. Establishes and clearly communi cales parameters for sludent
classroom behavior
c. Promotes self-discipline
d. Manages disruptive behavior constructively
e. DemonSlrates fairness and consistenc~' in Ihe h:mdling of
student oroblems
9. DEMONSTRATES AWARENESS OF THE NEEDS OF NA 0 I 2 3 4
STUDENTS
a. Shows awareness of needs and abilil\' 10deal with
exceDtional students
b. Shows sensitivity to physical development of studenls
c. Is aware of special health needs of sludents
d. Recognizes and deals properly wilh substance abuse by
students
102
10. DEMONSTRATES sm~smVllY IN RELATING TO NA 0 I 2 3 ..
STUDENTS
a. Is readilv available to students
b. Acknowledges the rights of othen to hold differing views or
values
c. Gives criticism which is constructive, praise which is
aDDroDriate
d. Makes an effort to l;now each student as an individual
e. Uses discretion in handling confidential information and
difficult situations
f. Is a willing listener
g. Communicates with students sympathetically, accurately,
and with understanding
II. DEMONSTRATES EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES
a. Responds appropriately to parental concerns
b. Is punctual
c. Providesaccuratedarat the school.Area,and dislocl as
requestedfor manncment Durposes
d. Completedutiesaccuratelyand promptly
12. DEMONSTRATES A WILLINGNESS TO KEEP NA 0 I 2 3 4
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES
CURRENT
a. Participates in curriculum review, revision and/or
developmental activities
b. Adapts new teaching practices as they arc validaled b~'
research and as they properly apply to the adopted modd of
school learning for the school org:miz:uion
c. Carefully aligns Ihe functional classroom curriculum t3ught
",ilh the school organizalion's curriculum guide and the
State course of slud\'
103
Step I
Step 2
Step 3;
APPENDIX I
MEMBER GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
You may express a grievance in writing or verbally to a representative of the
MemberServiceDep~ment. -
.1
r(
.I
"
:1
iI
i
The Member Services Department will respond to you. If you disagree with the
response or outcome of Step I, the member Services Representative will offer you
the option of pursuing Step 2.
You may complete a formal, written complaint on a "Member Complaint Form"
and return it to Independent Health to the attention of the Member Advocate. (If
the grievance is regarding denial of coverage, the complaint form should be sent to
the Member Services Department within 30 days of the notification of denial.)
The Member Advocate will acknowledge receipt of the complaint, conduct an
investigation and; in most cases, provide you with a written response within IS
days of receiving the written complaint. If you disagree with the outcome of Step
2, you will be offered the option of pursuing Step 3.
You may complete a "formal Appeal To Member Appeals Committee" and return
it to Independent Health to the attention of the member Advocate. . 1/
~
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Your formal appeal will be reviewed by the member Appeals Committee of the
Board of Directors oflndependent Health within 30 days of receipt. The member
Appeals Committee meets at least monthly and consists of members, physicians
and representatives of the Board of Directors of independent Health. Your may
present your case and answer any questions the committee may have relating to the
appeal. The appeals committee is empowered to make decisions which are binding
upon Independent Health.
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You will be advised of the decision in writing within seven (7) days of the
conclusion of the appeal proceeding.
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